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The Helpers of the Earnest Dreams
Isn't university a place where people from various different fields can
have an environment to study more systematically, meet each other and
dream with each other. In order to set foot on this place, we take a lot of
help and support from numerous people. Among them, admissions team
from each university are assisting a lot of students to be able to apply
for their dream-university by providing counseling and various materials.
Let's hear about the story of the Admissions Team in KU Sejong.

What kind of dreams do you make up
for? Though dreams change from time
to time, we keep the dreams we want to
achieve in the corner of our hearts and
strive to realize them. I think university
is a place to dream a dream and draw
it. There we get a lot of help, and we
experience a lot of warm sharing.

The most important task of the office is selecting new and

then we report the final results to the Korean Council for

transfer students who applied to our school. Chief Byun

University Education. After analysis of selected students

Dongjin, Section Chief Kim Dohyung, manager Jeong

is completed, our yearly task is over" said Chief Byun. It

Seunghwan and Lee Jaewook works as a team for the

may sound simple, but it reflects how busy the Admission

KU Sejong Admissions Team. "There are various things

Team is.

to consider when selecting students in a fair and flawless
manner. Every year, we plan for various college admission

Betterment in Admission System

processes, prepare an application handbook for each

There are several notable admission systems in KU

process, and then promote it for 5 months. Afterwards, we

Sejong. While designing admissions policies in our

receive applications until the due date, then prepare and

university, the most important aspect we were focusing

execute various evaluations such as screening, interviews,

on was, “For students from a diverse spectrum all over

and academic ability tests, etc. After the evaluation,

the country to be able to come to our university and

announcements of successful applicants and supplements

join each other seamlessly.” Therefore, we have been

due to non-registering applicants are conducted, and

creating admissions systems where students with good
KU Sejong
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annually visiting over 250 high schools and meeting

process. Moreover, for prospective applicants for the

teachers and students to promote KU Sejong. "We

‘future-oriented HR’ admissions process, we analyzed

promoted KU Sejong not only to the schools that

the data of accepted cases of the admission process and

requested we join a university fair, but also to the

publicized it. Furthermore, we quickly responded to the

admissions counselors in nearby schools. In fact,

improvements received from the teachers, students, and

persistency, I believe, is the most important aspect of

parents during our annual visits to the school.

promotional activity. Thus, we have consistently putting

▲ from left, Chief Byun Dongjin, Lee Jaewook, Section Chief Kim Dohyung, Manager Jeong Seounghwan

effort towards maintaining good relationships with the

Precise and Multilateral Admission Analysis

teachers and counselors to endorse the presence of KU

To complete the annual admission, the multilateral

Sejong" said Mr. Lee. Due to these consistent efforts of

analysis on the admission result is necessary. Manager

Admissions Team, more students were able to set foot on

Jeong Seounhwan emphasized the importance of the

KU Sejong.

admission analysis and said, "the statistics and analysis

Various Admissions-related Services

related to admissions is a task which supports the
development, designing, planning and managing of the

In providing admissions-related information such as

admissions process by efficiently producing the data

‘admissions counseling’ and an ‘admissions homepage’,

necessary for future admission planning and promotion.

Admissions Team have been continuously making

Diversified analysis of the ‘application rate,’ ‘entrance

grades, good scores on the College Scholastic Aptitude

various admission policies to help more students enter KU

necessary information available to the people who

score,’ and ‘supplement rate,’ which are the most

test for Korea, and academic abilities related to certain

Sejong and fulfill their dream.

demand it and are also trying to enhance the convenience

important factors regarding analysis of entrance results,

of access to it. "Particularly, from this year, we have

is necessary because it is useful information for the future

begun to provide a program through which students

establishment of strategy, planning and implementation for

can find their grades in the ‘academic ability admission’

admissions promotion".

departments are able to use their strengths to apply for
KU Sejong. As a result of the applications, such as the

Public Relations

academic ability test, future-oriented HR, and Sejong

Lee Jaewook, an employee of the Admission office, is

regional HR were implemented.

Newly Implemented System

"The meaning and weight of university admission in our
society are very significant and heavy. It is no exaggeration
to say that university admission is the most important

The academic ability admission process started from

moment in a student’s life. I feel rewarded when I realize

2008 as a form of aptitude test. After operating the

that I am helping those students who are in the middle of

TFT for new problems that developed, we have been

a crossroads to make a better decision and pursue their

addressing problems related to the major curriculum. The

dream. I also feel rewarded and sincerely thankful after an

‘Future-Oriented HR’ application is designed is to accept

admission consultation or when words of encouragement

talented students who specifically fit to a certain field

are posted on our website". (smile) People in Admissions

of study. Preexisting admission to KU Sejong primarily

team feel rewarded when they are helping students fulfill

depended on quantitative measures. The former method

their dream.

has an advantage of providing fairness, but it makes it
tremendously difficult for those who are slightly out of

The Admissions Team is making numerous efforts every

the current system to apply. "Even if it is just for a few

year to help more students enter KU Sejong and fulfill their

students, we have implemented the ‘future-oriented HR’

dreams. The effort has been proven in the results of the

admission process from 2017 and from the beginning,

annual increase in the number of students applying for our

applicants have been increasing so far" said Chief Byun.

university. The wonderful teamwork and the support for

The 'Sejong Regional HR' is an admission process that will

each other have helped them to stably and systematically

be first implemented in 2020. It is designed for applicants

manage the admissions process. I look forward to seeing

who live Sejong City to enter our school to be in their

the Admissions Team perform better and am cheering

elements in KU Sejong. Thus, KU Sejong is implementing

them on to achieve even better results.
KU Sejong
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Korea University Sejong Campus
Chosen for 2018 Startup Leaping
Package Support Business
Expecting to be Main Base for
Startup to Flourish in Central
Region
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Translator: Son Seungwook

of Sejong Vice Chancellor, has built Sejong Startup
Support Group in order to build aids from government
and systematic startup supporting services. These
united departments were expanded and reformed from
Sejong Center for Creative Education, previously in a
redevelopment district, and BT Convergence Start-up
Care Center, previously in Sejong Industry Cooperative
Foundation. Sejong Center for Education manages startup
education program, startup club, startup educative
support program and is in charge of startup consulting
and cooperative works with external departments that
are startup education-related. Also, Sejong startup
nurturing center is in charge of finding venture company,
nurturing facilities, managing and supporting for the tenant
companies, and bridging with related facilities.

▲ Top: Team KUSE won the excellence award in 2018 Sejong Start-up week

Students startup achievement illuminating

Economy. This was created in order to inform people of

Sejong Center for startup education is in charge of 22

startup companies as well as their environments and to

Korea University Sejong Industry Cooperative Foundation

startup clubs as of 2018. Programs like Build-up Startup

raise awareness for future startup challenge along with

has been chosen as main branch for 2018 Startup

Camp, KUStartup, Startup Competition, Startup Club

business process. In November, at 'Sejong, Startup Week

Leaping Package Support Business for Daejeon, Sejong,

Mock IR Camp are being hosted. The achievements of

2018' hosted by Ministry of SMEs and Startups, Sejong

Chungnam. This business is to provide capital and service

startup clubs from these supports are magnificent. Startup

city, and the Council of Sejong city Startup Venture, Korea

for growing businesses that are in their three to seven

clubs 'The Tester' which is 'UX, UI verified platform that

University Sejong Campus supervised Sejong Venture

years in order to increase jobs and to have positive result

utilizes crowd sourcing' and 'Universal Business' which

Forum, Sejong Startup Venture Networking and Young

from the businesses. The Foundation, which has total of 3

is 'Online custom interior platform' have been selected

Adult Startup Item Competition. In the competition, Sejong

billion won (for 3 years’ maximum 9 billion won) as capital

in one of '2018 University Startup Promising 300' that

Campus startup club 'KUSE', Kunovation, MITP (Make IT

for this program, is planning to manage in consortium with

was hosted by Ministry of Education and Ministry of

Possible) participated. KUSE team won runner-up prize

Korea University Technical Landholder, IBuilt Sejong, DSC

Science and ICT. These clubs were also selected for '2018

for 'Liquefied Sports Tape using Adhesive Macromolecule

Investment, and Sejong Center for Creative Economy.

Technologically Revolutionary Startup Company Support

component' while MITP team won participation prize for

In charge of this program are Baek Seungpil, leader of

Program' and has been receiving initial capital for ten

'"LoperFood", which is HMR service and support solution

Korea University’s Industry-Academia Research, and

months each 178 million won. Startup Club Re: New was

which is working with small businesses.' As we have seen,

Professor Kim Young, chairman of Business Preparation,

awarded Second Prize in 'International Entrepreneurship

Korea University Sejong Startup Support Group is actively

who stated, "We will cooperate with the local government

Contest for University Students 2018AW IN HYOGO' with

working with related facilities to expand the startup culture

regarding startup businesses and become the foothold for

the topic 'Healthy Hyogo Plus Medical & Tourism: Global

in Sejong city.

the central region's vitalization for businesses. Specifically,

City, Hyogo'.

Korea University Sejong Campus Chosen for 2018
Startup Leaping Package Support Business

Bottom: Team MITP won the participation award in 2018 Sejong Start-up week

Korea University Sejong Campus is working with Sejong

we are planning on enhancing the local economy via job

Working on related facilities to expand upon Sejong

creation, invigorating the five new industry's growth and

city in order to connect the metropolitan areas, which

exports, acquiring industrial competitiveness by nurturing

city startup culture

is where innovative startups are focused in, with central

promising industries, and preparing to take a leap forward

Sejong Startup Support Club opened 'Sejong UNION

region. Korea University will become central post for

in terms of support for innovative technology startups.”

Startup Concert' and 'Sejong UNION Startup Camp' for

other startups and create support lines for them. We are

Sejong young adults who are dreaming for startups union

expected for students who dream of startups to have

with Hongik University and Sejong Center for Creative

business in a better environment.

Sejong startup support group building
Korea University Sejong Campus, under direct apparatus

▲  Sejong ‘Union’ Startup Concert

KU Sejong
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The Public Relations Team had progressed a ‘campus life’-themed photography contest from
May 28 to October 17 in 2018. How would the campus look like through students’ eyes? We will
see photographs of students who won Gold Prize, Silver Prize, and Bronze prize to look back
the campus that we have been inadvertently passed by.
[Bronze Prize]
Song Seungwon, Chinese Studies

[Gold Prize]
Roh Seokbeom

Department of
Biotechnology and
Bioinformatics
<Roar>
By taking the picture
against the light to
emphasize intrepidity
of the tiger statue that
is roaring forward,
I expressed Korea
University students’
strong ambition toward
future.

<Read or Not>
Recently, reading rooms and lobby of the Center for
Academic Information were newly remodeled, and
students’ interest toward the library has been increased.
Just what the Vice President said, the Center for Academic
Information is strength of the university. Students achieve
the most important parts of their university life in that place.
I applied this meaning in my work. I increased exposure
level on the part that shows book, and decreased exposure
level on the part against the book to express sensuousness.

[Bronze Prize]
Park Jieun, Department of English Language and Literature
<Autumn Light>
Until September, it was hot enough to wear short sleeve
shirts and turn on air conditioner, but a weather that even
wearing long sleeved tops feel chilly. I happen to look
outside when I went to close the window because it was
cold, and the leaves were the first ones to welcome the
autumn light. The scene was really beautiful, and I took this
photograph because I wanted many students to take brief
moments to look at the autumn scenery.

[Bronze Prize]
Kim Youngkyu

Department of Creative Writing and Media Studies

[Silver Prize]
Jung Daegyo, Department of Economics

[Silver Prize]
Yoo Hyuk-in, Department of Business Administration

<Spring with Tiger Stone Statue>
I conveyed the campus’ season in the photograph. Since it is
the last semester for me, I wanted to deliver Korea University
Sejong Campus’ feeling of reminiscence.

<Autumn, Looking at Red Maple Leaves Next to the Library>
Although we go to school every day, there are hidden beautiful
places if you slowly look around. I tried to photograph one of the
spots.

<Dog and the Nongshim International Building>
As I was taking a stroll with my dog, I thought it would be
good to make animal as subject of a photograph instead of
student. I wanted to make the contrast between magnificent
Nongshim International Building and small adorable puppy
stand out.

KU Sejong
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Reporter: Kim Hyojeong
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Translator: Park Chiwon

students to refer to some experience reports as exchange
students. I found out that FAU is famous for its 'statistics'
field and also has a lot of internships. I thought that I
could experience and learn a variety of things in university
clubs."

An Opportunity to Broaden One's Mind
Ko Jaehwan said the biggest advantage of his exchange
student program was that he was able to broaden his
thoughts, experience new things and have a wider
perspective than before. “It was a great experience to be
an exchange student. What's the specialty of American
education? When I went there, I felt like I was getting more
thinking. (Laughing) I felt that watching a lot gives me a
new perspective. And I don't usually have a chance to get
close to foreigners. Since I took classes and did various

Dream of
a Wider World

"I want to live happily doing what I want. I don't
have a specific job, but I want to do what I like
and want to do." It's a dream that Ko Jaehwan
(from the Information Statistics Department,
class of ‘13) has. Having been an exchange
student at Florida Atlantic University (FAU) in
the first semester, he hopes to get a job abroad
and is continuing his new plan. Why did he
dream of getting a job abroad because he
wanted to live happily doing what he wanted?

activities together, I was able to make foreign friends. I

majority of the opinions. But my friends in the U.S. put

learned the difference between cultures and thoughts.

me first, not someone else. Seeing that, I tried to change

But he was not able to actively hang out with his foreign

myself. I'm not acting completely selfish, but now I have

friends from the beginning. “When I first started living

the power to refuse. I love the fact that I don't have to look

abroad, the hardest thing was loneliness. I threw myself

at anyone and give up on me." (Laugh) Ko Jaehwan led

Ko Jaehwan says he has been to an exchange student 'to

in a situation where I didn't know anyone at all. I felt

the transition from a life where someone else, not me, was

experience a wider world.' "The reason why I got ready

very lonely because I had no one to say that I was worn

the first one, to a life where I could make my voice heard

was because I took a leave of absence from the military

out. But I came all the way here, and I thought I couldn't

and which I would live for me.

and started working. After finishing my military service,

spend this time, so I made a little plan for myself: ‘Let's

"After I went to an exchange student, I was more

I served as a professional sergeant for six months, and

say hello to three friends a day and say hello to the class

interested in other countries, and I thought, 'It's a frog in

checked KEPCO's equipment at KOTEC. “I met a lot of

first.’ As a result, I got familiar with foreign friends and I've

a well.' I want to see a wider world, so I want to graduate

people in branch offices around the country, and they

been part of a club. There was a club called Asia Student

and get a job abroad. We are also planning to apply

gave me advice on things I hadn't thought about in my

Union. I also gathered with people from various cultures to

for 'Global Field Practices' hosted by the International

life. I realized that there were many new things in the

communicate each other." The way to overcome loneliness

Education Center. (Laughing) When I get accepted, I'll go

world that I didn't know about. So I decided that I wanted

was to try hard one’s own effort to make foreign friends.

to New York and talk to the people I've met there, and

to go abroad, not home, and I wanted to go and visit an

He changed his exchange student life into a pleasant

get some real advice on how to prepare for a job abroad.

exchange student." (Laughter)

experience.

And next year, I will do a double major in the Industrial

In a Wider World

His pledge to be an exchange student soon became a

Management Engineering at the Seoul campus and

reality. Why did he choose the FAU after six months of

Cultivate The Power Not to Give Up Oneself

being on the exchange student program? "The university

What happened to him before and after he returned from

program at the Department of Information Statistics." He

is located in Florida, which is close to Miami Beach. I liked

U.S.? "My personality has changed a lot. I used to lower

is preparing to plan his dream step by step. We support

the spot near the beach because I love the sea. And when

myself whenever I was hanging out with my friends. I

his future by finding what he wants to do and living a

I chose a school, I went to the Internet café for exchange

couldn't express my opinion and only respected the

happy life.

prepare to acquire SAS by taking a course in the SAS

KU Sejong
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a Production Means
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Sim Dasong is a Department of Computer

I learn programming after seeing computer as a means of

alone before explaining, and sometimes it took six hours

Convergence Software student who says that

consumption, I can change it into a means of production’.

to prepare a class. Nevertheless, I think I got better as I

she would like to set up a business in artificial

However, I had many difficulties as much as I experienced

continued doing so. I gradually became to learn how to

intelligence combined IoT field with investments

computer. I thought a lot about how I should improve and

explain things.”

gotten from Silicon Vally’s angel investors. What was
the reason she became interested in computer? Why
did she become fascinated in IoT and start to dream
of startup? Let’s hear her story of drawing her own
dream.

how I can make what I want to make every time, and I
started wanting to learn programming myself.

IoT’s attractive part that can directly improve
inconvenience in real life

Sim Dasong also has been doing ‘Like Lion’ activity since
January, 2018. “Like Lion is a computer programming
education group. I have been participating in it since winter
vacation after I finished my freshman year. There are Like

Among many other fields, what was the reason that

Lion teams in all colleges over the country. They teach you

she started to dream about ‘IoT’ field? “After I entered

how to code a web for a semester. After that, you progress

the university, I felt my major fit so well to me. So, I

a project together as a team the next semester. Like Lion

considered about what I can do to make use of my major,

was really great for having well constructed network with

and experienced many things. In the second semester of

all of the colleges all over the country.” CCP Contest, tutor,

my sophomore year, I progressed a project named ‘Hello

and Like Lion. These activities she has been participating

Mirror’ in CCP Contest. Hello Mirror is a thing that displays

in were not possible by herself. She found a dream that

our desired information on a mirror. You can easily access

fits to her as she had done major related activities, and

to mirror in everyday life. I started the project with the

she has been learning to communicate with people in the

thought of ‘Wouldn’t it be helpful for people if this mirror

progress naturally. “I think doing such activities were great

can display information we need?’. As I progressed the

experiences. There are many times when a developer or

project, I felt IoT was really my thing. It was fun, and it was

a programmer needs to work with many other people, not

great to improve what I usually felt inconvenient because

by him or herself. It was time to learn how to communicate

there were many parts that could be combined with real

I never met before, and how to solve conflict when it

life. For these reasons, I came to dream of starting a

happens.”

business in IoT field.”

Learning to communicate with people

Although she has been doing various activities, she is
making another plan. “I have been doing a lot of campus

By participating in programs such as ‘Visang Tutoring’

activities. For example, I participated in many programs

and ‘Major Study Helper’, she is working as a ‘tutor’,

progressed by my department and Sejong Center for

too. “When I was a freshman, I had a really hard time as I

Teaching and Learning. In the future, I want to do more of

learned C language. The professor taught well, but I didn’t

extracurricular activities. I plan to participate in much more

know how to study and felt stuck. So, I thought that when

projects than before, and I plan to take part in a contest.

I become a senior, I want to leave study materials and give

Also, I want to experience more computer languages, and

According to her, she chose Department of Computer

directions on how to study for juniors. I happened to learn

want to make my own portfolio. I’m thinking of interning

Convergence Software in respect of being able to turn

about Visang Tutoring Program, which is progressed at

at an IoT related company and doing credit exchange in

computer into a production means. She said, “When I was

Sejong Center for Teaching and Learning, and participated

another college in the future.” Having focused on campus

in elementary school, I took a ITQ class in the school. The

in it because it could be a good chance for my seniors

activities so far, she says she still has so much she wants

teacher showed glimpse of web programming and let me

and me.” She wasn’t sure what to do to study unfamiliar

to do. Her face was radiant as she talked about her

try it. It was so fun and cool. I first experienced computer

subjects as she took major classes for the first time, and

dream and her efforts to achieve it. When she, who is

when I was in the lower grades in elementary school, and I

she says she thought her seniors could have the same

fascinated by the attractiveness of IoT that can improve

have been with computer for a long time as much as I have

difficulties. “I thought about how I should explain things

inconvenience felt in real life, realize her dream, people’s

been used it. I chose this major because of the reason that ‘if

to my juniors so they would well acquire them. I practiced

lives would become more convenient.

Reason to choose the Department of Computer
Convergence Software

KU Sejong
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Beyond Korea to the World
Meeting Jang Taeho
a Slalom Ski Player Who Raises Honor of
Korea University Sejong Campus

Jang Taeho, a student class of 18 from
Faculty of Global Sport Studies, won

What kind of sports is Slalom ski? Even though it is

not a well-known sport, how did you start a career

the gold medal in the 99th National

as Slalom ski player?

Athletic Competition on October 14.

Slalom ski is a sport that passes a floating buoy side to

He was the first player who won a gold

side from behind a boat when it reaches a top speed

medal among Sejong City players in

of 58 kilometers. First, players finish the race with an

the National Athletic Competition with a

18.25-meter rope. Next, a 16-meter long rope is used

total score of 54.50 points. Slalom ski,

in the next race. Like this, the length of the rope is

one of the water ski games, is a game
that passes through the buoy. We met
him to learn about Slalom ski which is
still unfamiliar and to hear about his
school life.

reduced continuously each time the players finish the
race. When I was in fifth grade, I tried Waterski with

practiced more than others to be agile. I used to ask the

a Taekwondo player. Then, when I told him I want to be a

janitor to give me more time to practice one more just

Slalom Ski player, he helped me a lot by filming my video

before closing the practice place.

and analyzing the video of overseas players. I am grateful

I heard there is no training place near at Korea University

to my father.

Sejong Campus. For a group of Slalom Ski athletes

What's your plan from now on? Is there a competition

City announced that it will be able to use the Gobok

I am preparing a competition called the festival of water

who have made good progress this time, the Sejong

reservoir as a practice place from next year. What are the

that you are preparing for these days?

skier as part of the Moomba Festival in Melbourne,

my father in Gapyeong for the first time, and it was so

conditions of a good training place?

fun that I kept on riding it. I used to go Cheongpyeong

The depth and width of water are important. The gentle

vacation. I am going to train at the ski school which is run

almost every day during the vacation.

water is good and the effects of waves coming from other

by the president of my sponsor ski brand.

What is the charm of Slalom ski? And who is your
role model?

boats can’t be negligible. The closer the training ground,
the less exhaustion of physical strength and the more
helpful it is. These days, I have practiced at the Hakgok

Australia, next March. I am planning to go to Florida this

Please give cheer messages to your juniors who are
dreaming of becoming the post Jang Taeho and tell us

Unlike ground ski, the speed I can feel when I ride ski

Reservoir in Wonju. I often make vain efforts to get there

your ambition.

on water was a different experience. Originally, my role

because Slalom Ski is a sport that greatly influenced by

Don’t give up and practice twice or three times harder. I

model was Nate Smith, the No.1 Slalom ski player.

the weather.

hope all of you will be greater than me. I will not satisfied

However, as I keep practicing, I was looking for a player
with similar physique as I have. Finally, I found U.S.

Were there difficulties taking classes and training at

Slalom Ski player named Marcus Brown, and now he is

the same time?

my role model.

It was difficult to overlap with the exam during the season,

In Korea, the 11.25-meter-long rope was known as
the unbreakable record, but you broke the record of

10.75-meter rope at the Korean Cup last September.
What was the most difficult training to achieve this
record?

with my present position. I do my best in school life and
career and someday I'll become a world-class player who
raises honor of my school.

but I studied in spare moments. Professor Kim Changguk

He kept smiling throughout the interview and his smile

from Faculty of Global Sport Studies helped me a lot. I was

seemed to show his confidence and passion. The reason

able to concentrate on my studies thanks to many people

we are waiting for spring is probably because the winter

including Professor Kim and the Sejong City Sports Council.

is bitterly cold. Why don’t we try something patiently this
winter? As he said, if we endure and make it through a

I heard your father is a director and a coach. I wonder

hard time, we will become stronger. We cheer for him

Actually, you get closer to the boat if the length of the

how you and your father work together.

who acted professionally as a college student and a

rope becomes shorter, so you need to lean more. This

As I rode water skiing with my father when I was young, I

player and hope he will make the brilliant exploit.

means the taller the better. However, I’m short, so I

think my father naturally became interested. He used to be
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move the world
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Hi. Nice to meet you. Please introduce The Tester to the
students.

Korea University Sejong Campus was selected
as the organizing agency for the ‘Youth Startup Leap Package Support Project’ sponsored
by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups. Korea

Tests are conducted only within the budgets set by the
company, and the users can independently achieve goals

Jonggeon: Nice to meet you. The Tester is a collective

and get rewards so they can observe the usage in various

intelligence-based usability verification platform. Usability

aspects.

testing is required for all services before implementation.
The Tester is designed to solve the financial and time
cost problems of usability testing. Usability testing is

There has been a lot of changes since the

21

Translator: Oh Hansol

In recognition of this idea, you’ve received a lot of
support. I wonder what support you received and how

conducted to identify the discomfort of customers as they

you used it.

observe the process of using online services and to ensure

Jisoo: Most of funding from ‘Technology Innovative

that users understand and use the service. The Tester is a

Entrepreneurship Support Project in 2018’ was spent on

platform that connects mobile users to services and users,

prototyping. In the case of app design, it was also used

collecting test participants on behalf of the company, and

for labor because we hired an employee. We actually

organizing the results after the test.

used it as a compensation for testers while we are doing

I am curious about The Tester that came out into the

business. The Tester has been selected for the “2018
University Promising Entrepreneurship 300” this year

University Sejong Research and Business

world. How did you name it?

Team, which oversees this support project,

Jisoo: I worked in a start-up for more than a year. At that

Especially, I got a lot of help from Sejong Entrepreneurship

said, “We will foster start-ups with high

time, I had a new experience and learned about the start-

Education Center of our school for entering the finals of

growth potential and competitiveness

up ecosystem, and I also understood the overall market

300 promising start-up team. Currently, I am a researcher

environment. In fact, as I was planning the service, I was

at the Start-up Research Institute of Korea University

wondering how the idea that I designed would actually

Business School, and I am receiving various programs

be seen from the uses’ point of view. I wanted to analyze

and office. Also, I am participating in ‘Yangjae R&CD

the needs of the customers in more depth and check

Innovation Hub Tech- Start-up Co-working Program’ and

them myself, but it was a real difficult situation in terms

receiving various support such as office, IT infrastructure

of time and manpower. I started to get the idea from this

and so on.

along with expansion of infrastructure,
and become the foundation for innovative
technology start-ups.” and Sejong Research
and Business Team has newly established
Entrepreneurship Education Center and
Entrepreneurship Incubation Center and has
been actively seeking to strengthen students’
ability to start a business. Thanks to this, a
total of 22 entrepreneurial clubs, totaling 60
people, were selected for various business
start-up projects and won various contests.

‘inconvenience’. The name ‘The Tester’ refers to the article
‘the’ and the ‘tester’, which means professional tester’.
Our panel tester was also a customer testing the online

and has also entered into “Start-up Big Bang 2018”.

Even though you are still a student, you have achieved

great results. Did you originally aim to start a

service at the forefront, so I wanted to have a sense of

business?

mission.

Jisoo: I did not think about starting up from the beginning.
I didn't think of a startup from the beginning. Instead of

Among them, however, there is a club that

I see. So what is the process of testing?

achieved the most remarkable growth in

Jonggeon: Currently, we are focusing on ‘remote testing’

up that allowed me to clarify and realize what I wanted to

2018. It is The Tester by Kang Jisoo from

which is the core of our services. If you register for a test

do. When I majored in business administration, I become

Division of Business Administration. In order

at a company that wants to test it first, it will be tested

interested in marketing and consumer behavior. So, I once

to hear the growth story of The Tester, which

against your target audience. Because you can use some

dreamed of becoming a project manager who use this

of the features in the development phase before launching

management methodology to drive projects efficiently.

the service, companies can independently create tests

There was an inconvenience in doing what I wanted to do,

and check the results. Compared to traditional systems,

and what I did to solve this problem was a start-up. I was

it is a great advantage to be able to get the multi-faceted

lucky to get a lot of opportunities and get good results.

behavioral patterns of your customers because we have

(Laughs) I think the CEO of The Tester is also a process

added objective attainment test and user interviews.

that goes through my life because I think experience is

was selected as a ‘Technology Innovative
Entrepreneurship Support Project in 2018’
and received government subsidy of 100
million won, I met members of The Tester,
Kim Jonggeon and Kim Jisoo from Division of
Business Administration.

having this career to start a business, it was the start-

KU Sejong
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The Test’s top priority. We’re trying to get as many
companies as we can because the platform’s recognition
and reliability have to be supported. I want to expand
my business through more advanced research and
investment. We are planning to combine services not only
online but also the Internet of Things (IoT) that are linked
to it. Actually, I think there’s a lot of deficiencies. I feel like
I was able to enjoy working with someone who has the
same meaning as Jonggeon said. No matter how brilliant
your ideas are, you cannot shine if you release it without
realizing it. The Tester’s slogan is ‘The best service should
be designed perfectly.’ It’s my vision and my action plan.
It is the mission of The Tester and the way we want to
walk, so that the best services out of the world can be
fully designed.

I hope both of you will accomplish your goal. Is there
anything you would like to say?

Jisoo: If you think about a start-up, you might think it’s
hard. The small inconvenience that you feel in your life
can flourish as a flame. I’d like to say ‘try any ideas’. Also,
the school is giving a lot of support, so don’t be afraid to
start with it. I hope there will be many opportunities in the
future, so I hope the students will have a good chance.
Instead of saying “it would be all right” because it is just a
the most valuable thing. I’ve experienced how start-ups

start-up club, you should pay more attention to the profit

are made with my own hands and had another valuable

structure and business feasibility. If you are trying to solve

experience. Because I have a wind range of options ahead

problems with thorough analysis, you can make great

of me, I think there will be an endless future ahead of me.

progress. Finally, I would like to thank Professor Song

You must have had a lot of trouble getting here today.

I’m curious about what The Tester is doing. Do you
have any plans?

Soojin from College of Global Business who is my role
model and gave many advices for The Tester. As a student
who wants to resemble her passion and abilities, I respect
her enough to take all her classes. (Laughs) Of course, I

Jonggeon: I’m about to graduate. My personal goal is

would like to thank all of you who have helped The Tester

to get a job. (Laughs) Because start-up requires a lot of

both ways. Please keep an eye on us.

things to do on its own, I think it takes a certain amount
of motivation and an unrelenting passion. Although I’ve

I felt respectful to her as she watched her brightly

grown a lot as a member of a start-up club with Jisoo,

aspirated, shining with her elongated eyes in spite of the

creating something out of nothing was the most difficult.

weight of the crown that had been erected on her small

That’s why colleagues are more important. In that sense,

shoulder. Her footsteps, which started with her small

I would to take this opportunity to express my gratitude

inconveniences, will continue without any interruption.

to the student of Jisoo who has been very supportive. I’ll

I believe she will eventually change the world. I support

always help her if she need my support after graduation.

her and her bright future by starting up a new starting

Jisoo: Testing 100 companies by this year is more of

line.

Winner of Royal Academy
Premium Awardan Interview
with Computer

Computer Convergence Software Professor

Convergence Software
Professor Jo Minho

focus of a South Korean academic journal. We

Jo Minho won the ‘2018 IET Premium Award.’
Not only that, he was also Chief Editor of the
academic journal, ‘Transaction on Internet and
Information Systems,’ when a paper written
by six North Korean scholars was published.
It is very unusual for a paper by North Korean
scholars to be published and it was the first
time that North Korean scholars were the main
met up with Professor Jo in order to listen to
the story of how this came to be.

KU Sejong
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We heard that you won the ‘2018 IET Premium Award’
for the first time among Korean scholars. We are

curious about the process you employed. Can we hear
a few words?

this paper also discusses possible future research topics.
Until now, mobile phones were inefficient in the way they
were receiving unwanted signals from the repeaters.
However, Massive MIMO has the ability to send fixed

Honestly, it was completely unexpected. (laugh) That is

signals from transmission antenna to desired mobile

why it did not really hit me until this past June when I

phones to maximize the transmission and reception

heard the news from England. It was not until October

speed, which the paper goes into detail about.

8th when I gained the award certification that, ‘I am really
getting this magnificent award,’ became a reality.

Since when did you become interested in mobile

You won the award for the paper with the topic of,

The Fourth Industrial Revolution can be summarized by

‘5G mobile communication.’ Can we get some basic
background information on the topic?

I decided to launch an
Internet-related journal
based on the prediction of the
Internet's huge ripple effects,
so I published [TIIS] as the
head of the founding committee.

transmission? Was there a specific reason?

four key words: IoT, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and
Technology Convergence. Because these technologies

‘Massive MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output)’ is a

all handle massive data in need of much faster wireless

technology that involves one mobile communication

data communication technology, 5G came to be. The 5G

source being able to use its more than one hundred

mobile transmission needs to be at least 20 times faster

antennae to communicate with a base station and a

than 4G. This discussion originated from when 3G started

terminal. Traditionally, mobile communication would

developing then moved to the 4G era, and is now at the

simply be using from one, to at the most, four antennas.

stage of commercialization. I began researching 5G before

On the other hand, this method uses multiple antennas for

4G was beginning to sprout seven years ago. Furthermore,

the upcoming fifth generation of mobile communication.

research on a Cognitive Network, technology that uses

This paper discusses and analyzes the current level of

unused frequency band with methods like artificial

technology that increases transmission and decreases

intelligence to transmitted data, was also being done.

interference by using more than 100 distributed antennas,

There was no specific reason why I started researching the

and is able to send individually desired signals. Moreover,

subject. Korea happened to have mobile communication

the paper about?

which is worldwide technology, and that naturally led me

Truth to be told, as soon as I saw the name, “Kim Ilsung,”

to settle on the field of 5G mobile communication. I simply

in the university name, and the names of the professors,

research?

think of myself as one of the many who make up the whole

I thought publishing the paper was some sort of joke.

C u r re n t l y, w e a re h e a v i l y c o n c e n t r a t e d o n F o g

of the research body.

(chuckle) This took me by complete surprise since there

Computing, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain in our

has never been a moment in history since 1945 that

IoT lab. These three technologies are extremely important

a North Korean paper has been published in a South

for IoT. There are many who pursue this field, but there

Korean journal. I was always absolutely curious with the

will be more in the future, so we are planning on focusing

academic level of the North Koreans in the field of IT,

on these fields.

You are currently the founding chief editor of TIIS,
and you led the creation of TIIS yourself. How did you
manage such a feat?

Last August, you published a paper that was written
by North Korean scholars which must have been a
different feeling when it was first submitted. What was

applied to cloud computing and decides on the fastest
task processing method.

Lastly, what type of research is on your mind lately

and what are your future plans regarding your

In 2007, when I published the first issue of TIIS, the

thus, I read the paper attentively from the beginning and

Internet was slowly spreading and nobody anticipated that

was very fascinated while reading it. The paper was about

TIIS, the journal that targeted getting listed on SCI as its

it would become a worldwide communication technology

cloud computing based on a biological artificial intelligent

first step, managed to make a name for itself on SCI in

like it is now. Likewise, there were no such academic

algorithm. Out of many organisms, there are those with

only a year and half, which to date has been shortest time

journals existing that delved into internet technology. I had

symbiotic relationships. This relationship is used as the

nationally. In addition, Professor Jo is attracting a great

a strong intuition that the Internet would shake the very

idea for the data to be sent and received. If the negative

deal of attention worldwide as he is constantly presenting

core of the world in the future, so I decided to publish TIIS

feedback is reduced from the trade of data, then it will

to top journals about Smart IoT and Cloud Computing.

and become the leading chairman. Since there were no

be symbiotic. At this point, if the data is constantly going

His forward-thinking outlook is something to really look

Korean theses listed on SCI, the Science Citation Index,

back and forth, then the minimum of negative feedback

forward to and we all wish for his sweat and energy to be

my first goal was to list the journal on SCI.

will occur. The paper researched how this algorithm is

repaid with promising future technologies.
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Dreaming a Dream and
Living in a Dream

and error in real work. Even if you know only the basic
principles of illustration work, video editing programs,

Interview with Jang Won
from Cheil Worldwide

and coding, you work will be much easier. But I think it’s
more important to build a portfolio than to get a technical
qualification. I would like to tell you that it takes much time
and effort to participate in school small group activities
and outside school activities, but it will become your blood
and flesh.

Students who are about to graduate now have to worry about what

Did you have any difficulties preparing for you

dreams should be achieved and what efforts should be made to achieve

turnover? Also tell us about the challenges you have

them. Although there are many special lectures in Korea University
Sejong Campus, there are many students who do not even know their

overcome for your new goal.

job interests. Since it’s a time of excitement and fear for the students

I had hard time because I was not sure when I was
preparing for the turnover, but it was difficult for me to

who are about to graduate, I met with a graduate who achieved his

break up with my team members when I decided to leave.

dream and would relieve those troubles. This interview is about the

I have not yet experienced big challenges and overcoming

challenge of Jang Won from the internship of a foreign advertising

them. I think what happens every day is a challenge, and

company to the job as a Cheil Worldwide employee.

it’s a step forward, and that’s how it gets over time. To
take that steps, I try to make decisions that suits me best

What was your worries about choosing a career as

Usually, graduates of Department of Creative Writing

Many other employees from Cheil Worldwide

Media Studies? Please let me know if you have any tips

contrast, what inspired you to join Cheil Worldwide,

Department of Advertising Creation and Department

a graduate of Department of Creative Writing and

on how to get in the right direction to avoid wandering
because many students cannot set specific course.

and Media Studies dream of becoming a writer. In
an advertising company?

To be honest, even if you graduate from Department of

in various situations.

graduated from Department of Mass Communication,

Please give a word of encouragement and advice to

of Business Administration, what distinguishes

Don’t be afraid. Just keep on doing what you’ve done.

you from others as a graduate from Department of

juniors ahead of their employment.

Don’t compare yourself to others. Go on your way.

Maybe it is natural that you are not confident about your

Creative Writing and Media Studies, you cannot become

Creative Writing and Media Studies?

career when graduation is in front of you. I had a lot of

a writer. While I was studying at university, I really enjoyed

It’s a big help to learn in depth. Even if you look at a scene,

Through interviews with Jang Won, we can learn about

worries at that time. Every time I was asked about my

learning poetry and writing, but I was also very interested

you do not just look at it, but because you have a training

the way he looked at his dreams and prepared for the

career, my answer was changed every time. I believe

in other things like taking photos, making videos and

to read, you can definitely catch it. As you practice writing,

jobs. Jang Won spoke of the difficult decision of turnover.

wandering is always helpful. If you wander around, you will

music, and participating advertising contest. At that time,

you can organize your documents with a solid structure. I

The interview with him would have been a big cheer for

see an opportunity somewhere, so go through the stream.

people told me that I had a lot of talent. I was happy

think that there is an additional advantage to the planning

students from Department of Creative Writing and Media

And it’s not a great tip, but you can try to bother your

to hear that, but I thought it might be difficult for me

team that I can write my own copy when I am in a hurry.

Studies and for a variety of students dreaming of getting

seniors who are active in the field you are interested in. I’d

to become an expert in a field because of my various

also sent a Facebook message to someone I don’t know,

interests. Whenever I saw a good advertising campaign

so I could hear the real story that I couldn’t find even if I

with ripple effect, I felt jealous and that I have set my

searched it.

career path. And yet, I’m still one of those guys who

jobs in foreign companies and advertising companies. It

What should be prepared in advance for competencies,

qualifications, and external activities that juniors
dreaming about joining Cheil in regarding the

could also serve as an opportunity to shape dreams by
setting short-tern goals instead of dreaming vague dreams.
I hope that good news will come from Jang won by his

dream of becoming a writer. I guess it’s because I have

technical aspects?

strong drive to win another dream, Cannes International

many dreams. (Laughs)

Knowing the technical aspects makes it easier to get trial

Advertising Festival.
KU Sejong
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mushrooms for a month, and we thought It would be

The Charm of Youth Start-Up

great if we could make products out of each effect. In

He said he went through the difficulties with money and

recognition of Heal+Home’s special interest and effort

age, but in fact, there are practical difficulties that young

towards mushroom, they co-hosted the Mushroom Village

entrepreneurs face. Despite the start-up is a rough path,

Fair with the Rural Development Administration and the

a lot of young people dream to start a business instead

National Agricultural Cooperative Federation. In addition,

of getting a job. What was the charm of youth start-up

we were appointed as the mushroom ambassador and

for Ryu Jong-ho? “when I started the business, there was

able to establish a position in mushroom industry.

no fear. When I’m trying to do something, I don’t focus

Difficulty of Youth Start-Up

on the worries that never happened. I usually think ‘it will
succeed, let’s do it first’ (laugh) and we were confident

The founders of Heal+Home themselves said they had

about our items too. I think the biggest attraction of the

hard time because of the ‘money’ and ‘age’ when they

start-up is the independence and autonomy. When I was

first started the business without any social experience.

student, I was a chairman and leader in many positions,

“The biggest challenge was the money. No matter how

where leadership is necessary. I liked to lead and speak

good your idea is, without the money you won’t be able to

out what I wanted to contend. Thus, becoming a CEO

do anything. However, we didn’t receive any investment

was my dream since I was young. The result comes out as

when we first started the business. Instead, we applied

much as I try and work. These aspects, I believe, are the

every possible government subsidized project that we

a brand that produces diet products with

charming points of start-up”.

can find such as Youth Start-Up and Food & Agriculture

“There are some people who only sees the surface and

mushroom as its main ingredient. He

related businesses. Moreover, as one of the academic

splendid side of ‘business’ and try to start a business.

says he wanted to create a brand called

programs, there was a start-up scholarship, and we

For those people, I would like to say, instead of looking

Heal+Home, a compound word for health

presented our business plan and received a scholarship.

at the external features why not consider “how they

and awesome, a space where people can

I received a lot of supports from Sejong Entrepreneurship

can improve and develop socially and make people live

Education Center and by receiving funding and taking

better”. Heal+Home always think how we can help people

numerous special lectures. At first, we have to increase

to live better and more beautiful life than before. Then, the

the value of the company by ourselves in order to

idea will suddenly come up. (laugh) Moreover, when you

receive more investment in the future, so we are making

are recruiting, it is important to find a person with ‘identical

‘Wellness’ is a combination of well-being,
happiness and fitness referring to being
healthy in physical, mental and even social
state. To convey this values, Ryu Jong-ho
from Sport Business and Kwon Daewon,
a graduate of the business department,
established “Heal + Home, Healthome”,

heal, recover and relax.

The turning point

diet products now, for the next year, we are currently

a lot of effort. (smile) In the process, we ranked top in

value’ not a person who works well. If you can’t work, you

“I wanted to help people to have more valuable and

preparing a program related to health and psychology.

crowdfunding site ‘Wadiz’ just in two weeks. Since then,

can learn and do well. People with identical value may be

beautiful life in terms of mentality and physicality than

Ultimately, our goal is to create a ‘Heal+Home Wellness

Wadiz offered us to work together on a project for a new

slow but will last longer. All the achievements were able

before. The turning point of the life, I personally believe, is

Center’, a place where people can develop not only their

product. Furthermore, we received offers from several

to accomplish because of each and every Heal+Home

when you are healthy such as when you are sick, skinny

external aspects but also their body and mind “.

funding sites such as Tumblbug and Crowdy. In case of

members were there and also believed that we can carry

TV Program, we were aired on MBC’s Cheong Nong Bul

out the future plans. These two aspects are the things that

Pae and Jeonju MBC. There were people who wanted to

I want people to remember when they are considering
starting a business”.

or fat. I took time off from school due to the cruciate
ligaments tear and went to America for language training

Idea Utilizing Mushroom

and rehabilitation for a year. I realized that they had very

It is noticeable that the key ingredient of the products

take advantage of us because we were capable but young

advanced health-related fitness cultures. Their life itself

from “Heal+Home” is mushroom. “Mushroom was very

and also neglected and belittled us just because we were

was ‘health’. Even though the purpose of the visit was to

helpful when I was on a diet. Moreover, mushroom is

doing start-up company. However, we finally met people

If you dream to start a business, agonize about the value

do language training and rehabilitation, after experiencing

known for the best wholesome food worldwide. However,

with same values as us. They treated us as people-to-

you want to convey to people. When the value becomes

the culture, I became more interested in sports. I wanted

mushroom is not as popular as in other countries than

people and gave us an advice on the things that we weren’t

clear, stunning idea will flashed through your mind.

to convey the values and know-how that I have directly

in Korea. We wanted to improve people’s perception

aware of”. They constantly agonized over how to solve the

Through Heal+Home, a company that wants to help people

experienced to other people. After thinking, ‘how can we

on mushroom because we know mushroom is good

difficulties and looked out for help. As a result, their values

live a more beautiful and valuable life than before, I hope

convey the values more accurately and genuinely’, we

and helpful. Therefore, we visited a professor of Korea

were recognized, and they were able to accomplish a lot of

more people to live a more beautiful life.

started the brand “Heal+Home”. Although we are making

National College of Agriculture and Fisheries to study

achievements in a short period of time.
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for Academic Information frequently, I donated with the
thought of ‘The Center for Academic Information will
change into a vibrant space, so why not taking part in with
a little money?’.

Besides this school fundraising campaign, have you

ever practiced act of sharing such as donation or
community service?

Kim Jongbum: I have an experience that I did about 30
hours of volunteer work at a service group that provided
meals for the elders. At first, I followed my friend, and was
only going to do it once just to earn my community service

▲ Director of Office of Admissions and Public Relations Jin Seohoon who
donated 10 million-won for the ‘Enviromental Improvement of the Center
for Academic Information Fundraising Campaign’

hours. However, one time became the second time, and

to be finished well so that the students can study in a

as I continued the work with such mind I worked for over

pleasant environment. I recommend students to participate

30 hours, becoming fond of them. Community service

in the school’s many programs while concentrating on

and donation feels hard only at first. Once you start it, you

their studies. As you participate in the programs, you will

become more interested that you are going to participate

be more interested in the school!

passionately.

Kim Yeeun: I’m expecting a lot of changes in the exterior

Kim Yeeun: I’m doing volunteer work with my talent at the

including the improved school environment and facility.

educational service club ‘Seoktap’. Seoktap operates an

I hope they don’t miss internal sides by operating good

evening school. Each club member exhibits one’s talent to

programs in the beautifully improved space. Also, I want

provide educational service for the elders who want to study

the school members to use this newly created space well

campaign by donating part of their part-time job wages or scholarship for the school’s development.

or to take a school qualification examination. I feel sense

and clean for the future juniors.

Among those students, we listened to stories of Kim Jongbum, Kim Yeeun, and Jung Dachan.

of accomplishment with the fact that passing what I have

Jung Dachan: I’m so happy that the Center for Academic

learned to the elders becomes a big help for them as I teach

Information now is improved as an open expanse and

classes for the elders. Also, I think talent donation is a better

has brighter lighting. I’m already excited with the thought

thing because it is a work that costs no money, and you can

of studying in the better environment. As a College of

booth that was running the Fundraising campaign for

start it immediately by sparing just a little bit of time.

Culture and Sports student, I would appreciate it if the

environmental improvement of the Center for Academic

Jung Dachan: The reason I came to do donation or

best efforts can be put to make sure that the building of

Information in front of the dormitory. Then, I immediately

community service is because I was greatly influenced by

the College of Culture and Sports under construction is

Kim Jongbum: I came to know about this campaign

participated in the donation. That’s because I think

my father. My father started ‘Half of a Bean Campaign’ in

completed well.

through the link which was written on the school cafe’s

donation is an expression of ‘interest’. Even though it was

his local area, and I have had participated in that campaign

cup holder. When I got onto the website, there were many

a little amount of money, I donated with the thought of

several times. This campaign is a sharing culture which

Students who participated in ‘Environmental Improvement

fundraising campaigns such as ‘Crimson Brick Fundraising

‘Since all the school members, including students like me,

a customer pays for product in advance, not for his or

of the Center for Academic Information Fundraising

Campaign’ and ‘Construction Fundraising Campaign’.

are concerned about the school, please work hard so that

herself, and a shopkeeper provides that product for another

Campaign’ including the three students showed modesty

Among them, ‘Environmental Improvement of the Center

other constructions that are progressed in the school will

customer who needs it. As I have been familiar with donation

as they said, “I’m ashamed to donate just a small sum

for Academic Information Fundraising Campaign’ caught

be completed well.’

like this, I participate in the school donation naturally.

of money” as one. In Talmud, there is a saying, “A single

my eyes, and I participated in the donation with the

Jung Dachan: You can feel that students are interested

thought of ‘It’s not a large amount of money, but I would

in improving the environment of the Center for Academic

like to contribute to creating conditions which all the

Information by looking at Every time. I saw the news of

anything you want for the school or the students?

happiness doesn't diminish that happiness. We expect

school facilities and I can study in a good environment.’

students who participated in the donation in advance, and

Kim Jongbum: In the school, there are many spaces

this candle light of a small donation to spread to become

Kim Yeeun: While I was going to my class, I saw a

I became interested in that. Also, since I used the Center

under construction right now. I hope the construction

a big fire that lights KU Sejong.

Through environmental improvement construction of reading room and lobby on the second floor,
which was finished last October 11, the Center for Academic Information is now recreated with a
pleasant environment. To raise finances needed for the Sejong Center for Academic Information’s
interior space and its system, Korea University Sejong (KU Sejong) progresses ‘Environmental
Improvement of the Center for Academic Information Fundraising Campaign’ until October 31.
Helping hands of donation are continuing to reach for KU Sejong as KU Sejong faculty members,
students, and even Sejong citizens are participating in this campaign. Students participated in this

What made you participate in the Environmental

Improvement of the Center for Academic Information
Fundraising Campaign?

candle lights up many candles, but the light of the

As a student who participated in the donation, is there

first candle does not weaken.” Like this, sharing one’s

KU Sejong
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Share a dream
Student Reporter: Kim Yeonsu

A Helping Hand for a
Better Korea University Sejong Campus
–

The Story of Sundoo Company Chairman Park Seonwon

always appreciated this in the back of my mind and I've

beneficial when I was a young man. Therefore, I feel happy

always thought of helping my juniors if I can afford it later,

to be helpful to my juniors.

so this has been a great driving force behind establishing
the Misun Scholarship Committee.

It's hard to make a donation without reward. Can you

I heard that you are providing scholarships for

A donation makes me happy. Donation gives pleasure to

students who suffer from poverty and contributing

greatly to welfare promotion for the handicapped as
September 18, 2018, Park Seonwon, chairman of the Sundoo Company, donated one
hundred million won to the KU PRIDE CLUB, a regular donation campaign for Korea
University. During the ceremony, Chairman Park said, “We can donate without a
burden even if it’s just ten thousand won, and the purpose of the PRIDE CLUB
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Translator: Kim Haksu

the chairman of the Misun Scholarship Committee and

the Misun Social Welfare Corporation. Is there any
particular reason why you have continued to do good
deeds despite being busy with your business affairs?

I have a son with autism. As I raised my son, I experienced

tell me what juniors who follow your lead can do?

those who receive it, and it gives much greater satisfaction
to the donor. Therefore, it can be said that sharing is also
for me. One of the most important things for our juniors to
think about is to put into practice the things they can do
that make them feel thankful.

What would you like to say to your juniors as a senior

many difficulties related to his disability and how it affects

who graduated from Korea University?

other families. I wanted to work for those people if I was

When I was in school, the environment was very different

donation. Especially, I hope it will be of help to the students of Korea University

capable, so I started operating facilities for the disabled,

than now. Our school has developed and grown compared

Sejong Campus, which is developing day by day, and I also hope that students

and after completing my Ph.D. studies, I am planning

to what it was like before. School-loving professors and

learn the true meaning of sharing when they grow up and contribute to society

to establish a special school for the developmentally

students have transformed the school into what it is now,

again.” Not only a donation for the school, but he also leads various activities for

disabled.

and now I expect my juniors to further develop the Sejong

campaign, which uses contributions for the scholarship of students, touched me.
I decided to donate one hundred million won in order to spread the culture of

giving back to society. We listened to the honest story of how he started
his culture of donation.

You said, "I hope it will be a small help especially to

the students of Sejong Campus." Are there any reasons
why you have a particular affection for, and interest in,

Campus. Even if you graduate, as we are Korea University
students, please remember the Sejong Campus, and I beg
you to be helpful to the growth of our school.

Sejong Campus?

Through a short but sincere interview, we can understand

Korea University Sejong Campus is growing rapidly. In line

his attitude, how he treated donations, and how he

with this, I thought that the convenience of the students

thinks about his juniors. We hope the wish of Chairman

My name is Park Seonwon, a business administration major

and the situation they are in should be improved. In the

Park, that students can learn the true meaning of sharing

from the class of 82 at Korea University Sejong Campus. I am

years to come, along with the external growth of Sejong

and contribute to society, will be realized. In response

currently the chairman of the Misun Scholarship Committee

City, the expansion of the academic sphere and the

to Chairman Park's desire to keep donating to society,

and the Misun Social Welfare Corporation, and also serve as

scale of the Sejong Campus are unquestionably evident.

I hope that many students can join Korea University's

the head of the Sundoo Company. And I’m in the 9th semester

Therefore, I think it is important to expand the scholarship

beautiful donation tradition. Through consideration

of a doctoral course in Social Welfare at Yonsei University. As

system based on my affection for the school and my

for one another, the remarkable activities of students

a graduate, in May, I gave a speech at a special lecture hosted

interest in fostering talent.

who prepare to take a hopeful leap in the near future

We really appreciate your one hundred-million-won
donation to the school. Please introduce yourself.

by the Global Management Institute under the theme of, 'Who
Is the Right Person a CEO Wants.' I can say that my relationship
with Sejong Campus runs very deep.

It must have been difficult for you to make up your mind to
donate. I wonder what lead you to make the first donation and
why you decided to continue making donations after that.

are looked forward to. Meanwhile, on November 29,

The scholarship was delivered to students of Global
Business who couldn't participate in global programs

because of economic problems. I'm sure you'll be proud
to see your juniors who have had a great opportunity
thanks to you. How do you feel?

Chairman Park was awarded an achievement award at
the Proud Korea University Sejong Award in recognition
of his contributions to the development of the school
and his donation to help students from his alma mater
focus their studies.

It's a very heartbreaking story that we can't get equal

When I entered society after graduating from Korea University, I

educational opportunities because of poverty. In my

received benefits because I graduated from this school. I have

experience, I remember even a little help was very
KU Sejong
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Share a dream
Student Reporter: Lim Danbi

Briquettes carry love
–

sharing warmth with briquettes
With the weather forecast getting colder and colder, the volunteer work of Korea
University Sejong Campus, which took place on November 30, has drawn attention.
Korea University Social Service Organization (KUSSO) is said to have come out to
help their neighbors who have to rely on briquettes for a cold wind.

Photographer: Hong Incheol
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Translator: Oh Hansol

many people will participate in many future

I was really impressed that many people

service activities and campaigns so that we

were able to deliver more briquettes than

can share our hopes with those in need.”

I expected. I would like to extend my

and donated money to the fundraiser.

gratitude to everyone who has warmed
me up to overcome the cold weather.

The Vice President of Korea University

Thanks to that, we were able to finish the

Sejong Campus, An Cheung-O, who

service without knowing the hard way

carried out briquettes on the day, said,

and happily delivering the briquettes until

“Korea University Sejong Campus has

the sun went down. Especially, I give my

been carrying out a culture of sharing with

unlimited thanks to Sin Jaebok, Sin Jina,

local communities every year by delivering

Park Yumin who planned the program

briquettes to difficult neighbors. I am happy

together, and Kim Gwantae, who always

to be able to add warmth to the hearts of

keeps the KUSSO alive. I hope Korea

neighbors, even though it’s small. I hope

University Sejong Campus and KUSSO

that every single piece of briquettes will

continue to practice sharing and share

convey our hearts and that many neighbors

ideas with the neighbors.”

will have a warmer winter.” In spite of the
cold weather, An Cheung-O, who joined

Since establishment of KUSSO in

the volunteer work with the students,

2008, it has selected volunteers for the

also had a friendly conversation with his

11th KUSSO this year and has been

neighbors after the service was over. The

volunteering for the disabled, multicultural

event included not only the Vice President,

families, and the elderly living alone.

but also a number of staff members

I hope that their efforts to carry out

including Head of Office of Admissions and

various social contribution activities

Public Relations, Jin Seohun, team leader

and environmental cleanup activities

of Admissions team, Byeon Dongjin, and

for the local community will be a good

I took about four months to prepare for this event, which was held under the name

deputy head of Public Relations team,

example for many people. Recently,

“Briquettes carry love”. The members of KUSSO took to the streets to collect a total of

Kim Gwantae. They worked together to

it seemed that the participation of the

2.47 million won and donate 2,000 briquettes. These briquettes were delivered to four

build briquettes with the students who

frozen donations was slowed down

households in the Jochiwon area, which lacks basic living expenses. The Vice President

volunteered for the service.

due to the difficult economy conditions.

of Korea University Sejong Campus, An Cheung-O, and other faculty and students
participated in the briquettes donation and volunteer work, creating a more cordial scene.

Nonetheless, the activities of the KUSSO
The 2,000 briquettes delivered to all

and Korea University Sejong Campus

four households on the day helped the

have continued to spread the value of

The KUSSO volunteered to raise funds by creating a publicity booklet that explains the

neighbors ease the cost of heating during

warm sharing. I would like to ask for your

stories of neighbors who will receive briquette support prior to volunteering. Thank to

the winter and spend the warm winter. A

continued interest and encouragement

this, they were able to achieve a target amount of 2.47 million won, which is well beyond

member of the KUSSO and leader, Choi

so that our warm heart and love will

the target amount of 1.5 million won. Many students and alumni, including students,

Uhyeon, who organized the volunteer

continue to lead. In addition, I would like

participated in the campaign with great enthusiasm and shared the love of the neighbors.

activities, said, “I first planned the

your participation and encouragement in

Noh Seokbeom, a student from the Department of Biotechnology & Bioinformatics, who

briquetting service and aimed at a donation

the future activities of the KUSSO in the

participated in the offline fundraising campaign, said, “I would like to encourage the

amount of 1 million won. I was very worried

future.

members of the KUSSO who come out to the streets despite the cold weather. I hope that

that I would be able to achieve my goal, but
KU Sejong
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Special

We Won’t Forget You,
‘Lee Soohyun’

Student Reporter: Jung Daekyo

Photographer: Yang Junehyuk, Seo Junhyuk

Translator: Oh Hansol
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Around 7:15 p.m. on January 26, 2001, when the cold wind blew, a man
who had too much to drink crashed onto the track at Shin-Okubo station
in Tokyo, Japan. The people around him did not know what to do, and
when a Korean student found the fallen man, he didn’t hesitate to jump
onto the tracks. He tried to rescue the man but could not escape from the
tracks and his short, 26-year-old life came to an end. The Korean student
is ‘the righteous Lee Soohyun’. His noble sacrifice of risking his own life
has been a great shock to both Korean and Japanese societies and is still
being hailed as an honorable moment 17 years later.

A young man whose dream was to become a bridge between Korea and Japan
Lee Soohyun, who entered the Department of Commerce and Trade in the College
of Business and Economics at Korea University Sejong Campus in 1993, was a lively
college student who liked sports and music. His parents said that, “Soohyun was so
stubborn that he had to do everything he liked and cared about.” The reason why he
came to study in Japan was for a ‘regional research’ class. During the class, he had
a chance to study and present about Japan, which made him interested in Japan’s
economy, culture and society. In particular, he was interested in ‘trade relations
between Korea and Japan.’
He wanted to experience Japan directly, so for that reason, he studied Japanese
for about one year and a half on the campus. After finishing the first semester of his
fourth year, he went to study abroad in Japan. He entered the Tokyo Akamongkai
Japanese Language School and wrote about a clear motivation to study abroad in
his statement of purpose, saying that he wanted, “to be the surest factor in trade
and cultural exchange between Korea and Japan.’ In order to achieve his goal, he
concentrated on studying and recorded high grades every time, and he also worked
at a PC room in front of Shin-Okubo to raise money for his living expenses.
As usual, Lee Soohyun waited for a subway train at the Shin-Okubo Station to go
to his dormitory after finishing his part-time work. At that time, a drunken Japanese
man fell onto the tracks, and as soon as Lee Soohyun saw it, he jumped onto the
▲a Japanese artist : 三浦利江子

tracks, as well. Shikine Shiro, a Japanese man who was nearby, also came down to
KU Sejong
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◀ The LSH Asian Scholarship
Association awarded scholarships
to a total of 53 Asian students on
October 17, 2018.

to continue Lee Soohyun’s dream of being a bridge between

Lee Soohyun, a righteous man, could not fulfill his dream of

Korea and Japan.

being a bridge between Korea and Japan and passed away

Soohyun’s mother, Shin Yoonchan, recalls that a few years

17 years ago, but his parents have continued his dreams with

ago, Bae Yongjun and Shin Seunghoon’s Japanese fan

the LSH Asia Scholarship Association and other foundations.

club members collected donations and donated to the LSH

His righteous sacrifice became a bridge between the two

Scholarship Association. She said, “Thankfully, it is amazing

countries.

that there are people who remember Soohyun even after
many years have passed since the accident happened and

This is a passage from Soohyun’s diary.

still send donations to the LSH Scholarship Association.”
The LSH Asia Scholarship Association holds a scholarship
award ceremony in mid-October every year and has provided
scholarships to 844 people from 18 countries as of 2017. Lee
Sungdae, the honorary chairman of the LSH Asia Scholarship

‘I will help those who are less fortunate than me. I will help people
in danger. Because that would be the most beautiful thing a healthy
young man of Korea could do.’

Association, received the ‘Wookilssangguang Medal’ from

◀ Lee Soohyun’s parents, Korea
University Sejong visiting team,
Akamongkai Japanese Language
School and other officials,
commemorated Lee Soohyun on
Octocber 17.

the Japanese government in 2015, as the scholarship

He threw himself into the tracks to save a man in danger,

organization that inherited his son’s desire to become a

similar to how he vowed to do so in his diary. Just like the

bridge between Korea and Japan. Lee Sungdae said, “We

saying from the Analects of Confucius that, ‘A willing man and

will continue to run the LSH Asia Scholarship Association

a man with virtue do not harm benevolence for their life and

to help foreign students in need while we are alive. I hope

sacrifice themselves for benevolence,’ he will be remembered

you remember Lee Soohyun and get interested in the

forever as a bridge between Korea and Japan.

scholarship.”
the rails to rescue the drunk, but all failed to avoid the fast-

shock to Japanese society where a prolonged depression

paced train, and sadly, all passed away.

and selfishness prevailed. In all parts of Japan, donations

An unceasing heat of remembrance

were collected voluntarily by the people for Lee Soohyun, and

Korea University Sejong Campus expressed gratitude LSH Asia Scholarship
Association by attending LSH Asia Scholarship Association in Japan

the Japanese government awarded him the ‘Wooden Cup

In the morning after the accident, internal and foreign media

Medal.’ And Lee Soohyun’s righteous behavior made its way

On October 17, 2018, An Cheung-O,

more people for a long time.” and

ran to highlight Lee’s righteous actions and a wave of

into the cultures of music, movies and documentaries.

Vice President of Korea University

“I would like to extend my deepest

Sejong Campus, Jin Seohoon, Head

gratitude and appreciation to the

mourning broke out. ‘Japan Cries for A Korean Student…
Passed Away Trying to Save Japanese’ (Dong-A Ilbo), ‘Korean

In the early 2000s, Japan had a strong anti-Korean sentiment,

of Office of Admissions and Public

people of LSH Asia Scholarship

Who Died Trying to Save Japanese Man Becomes Hero’ (LA

but the spirit of sacrifice of a Korean student became an

Relations, and Lee Byungrak, Dean of

Association for their support of the

Times), ‘Your Courage, We Cannot Forget’ (Mainichi Shimbun)

opportunity for the Japanese people to look differently at

College of Global Business attended

will of Lee Soohyun.” Yoshinori

Korea. Lee Soohyun’s father, Lee Sungdae, said, “I felt that

Scholarship Award ceremony of LSH

Katori, chairman of the LSH Asian

At the memorial ceremony held at the Akamongkai Japanese

his death was not in vain because our son’s dedication greatly

Asia Scholarship Association at Plaza

Scholarship Association, said, “I

Language School, more than a thousand Japanese people,

contributed to uniting the Korean and Japanese people.”

Fifu, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo and memorial ceremony of Lee

hope you will have great experience of studying in Japan

Soohyun at Shin-Okubo Station with Lee Soohyun’s parents.

while keeping in mind that you had a senior student such as

After laying flowers at memorial ceremony at Shin-Okubo

Lee Soohyun.”

including political figures such as Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori
and Chief Cabinet Secretary Yasuo Fukuda, visited to honor

“I want to continue the dreams that Soohyun could not.”

the memory of the deceased. President Kim Daejung said at

Lee Soohyun’s parents often went to Akamongkai in Japan

Station, Vice President of Korea University Sejong Campus

the time, “Even though Lee Soohyun passed away from the

after the accident. Soohyun’s father, Lee Sungdae, was

An Cheung-O said “Lee Soohyun’s intention to become a

On the other hand, there are Lee Soohyun’s bust copper,

accident, his spirit of sacrifice will be remembered forever in

reminded of his son when he saw young students from

bridege between Korea and Japan is being realized by the

memorial remembrance of the students, and camellia trees

the hearts of Korea and Japan.”

various countries coming to study there. “My son’s unfulfilled

help of LSH Asian Scholarship Association and international

are planted from Busan, the hometown of Lee Soohyun

passion for study has been my lifelong regret as a father,” he

students who gather today. The sacrifice and courage of a

in Lee Soohyun Memorial Park of Akamongkai Language

The news that a Korean student lost his life trying to save

said, and he founded the LSH Asia Scholarship Association

beautiful young man Lee Soohyun should be remembered by

School in Japan where Lee studied.

a Japanese man that he did not even know came as a big

with the contributions from the Japanese people. He wanted
KU Sejong
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KOYON
Competition
with
Foreign Classmate
Interview with

ITS Classmates
▲ Brandon, Kathryn , Gabriel from left to right

This year’s ’Annual Korea University vs

Nice to meet you. Can you introduce yourself?

Kathryn: There is nothing like the Korea University and

competition though. Moreover, every student can attend

Yonsei University Competition’ (KOYON

Kathryn: Nice to me you, too. My name is Kathryn Maldonado

Yonsei University match in the United States. When it

to represent the school in the competition, you don’t need

competition) ended. This competition,

and I am a second year exchange student from Florida

comes to colleges and universities, there is the National

to be very good at sport to do it.

which is composed of five sports

Atlantic University. I'll be attending Korea University

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). Many people watch

matches (Soccer, Baseball, Basketball,

Sejong campus for two semesters.

colleges from every state compete in football games. Still,

Brandon: Hi I’m Brandon Grange. I come from Northumbria

I don't know of any two colleges that have such an intense

University in the U.K and my major is international business

rivalry compared to Korea University and Yonsei University.

cheering?

management. I’m here in Korea for one semester.

Brandon: There is no such culture in the uk between

Kathryn: I have! It was incredible. The costumes are so

Gabriel: Hello! I'm Gabriel, 22 years old and I'm from

universities apart from an annual boat race between

bright and extravagant, along with the songs, cheers, and

Sweden. My major at home is Business and finance, and

Oxford university and Cambridge university in London.

group dances. It is amazing to see so many happy and

I'm currently studying my 6th semester.

Gabriel: Sadly not. There are rivalries between universities,

excited people in one place dancing and singing with one

Clara: Hello, my name is Clara, I’m from Paris, France.

but we don't have events like this. Sweden is a small

another.

country which means that there iss usually only one

Brandon: I experienced cheering at the warmup concert

university in the cities except Stockholm, our capital.

outside of the student union on Tuesday and then also at a

Clara: Yes, there are some, but it is only for the biggest

baseball match in Daejon.

schools in France. My university doesn’t have this sort of

Gabriel: I have experienced cheering, but the way of

Ice hockey, and Rugby), is held every
autumn to promote friendship between
the two universities. We met four
ITS foreign students who love Korea
University to ask them about KOYON
competition.

Korea University and Yonsei University have friendly

matches in fall. Are there such friendly matches in your
country?

Cheering is the highlight of Korea University vs
Yonsei University competition, have you experienced

KU Sejong
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cheering here, compared to home is way different! There's

dancing is done by the cheerleaders. In Korea, people

Gabriel: I am a die-hard fan of hockey, but I've heard

less violence here and everyone are so happy! I actually

are not afraid to get close and throw themselves back and

that the basketball-match is the most anticipated sports,

participated in the cheering practise a couple of weeks

forth, almost breaking their backs in some dances. It also

due to the intense cheering. I am looking forward for the

ago and I had a blast!

surprised my other American friends that even strangers

soccer game though, just to see the crowd filled with red

Clara: I’ve first experience cheering in Korea University

just link arms and dance with uncontrollable excitement.

and blue clothing. The amount of people makes the whole

this month.

Brandon: Cheering culture exists in the U.K. at football

thing even more exciting.

matches and is quite like the cheering culture here. We

Clara: For the foreign student I think it’s the soccer

sing about our players and manager and sing negative

because the rules are very simple to understand and most

Kathryn: 민족의 아리아. The song is very dramatic and it

chants about the opposition like ‘Yonsei Chicken’.

of all because everyone can go see it, we don’t need any

was actually the first cheering song I heard for KU, so it

Gabriel: Cheering in Sweden is more about violence

ticket.

left a big impression.

and hatred, while in Korea its all about bringing people

Brandon: I’m not too familiar with the cheer songs yet but

together and having fun. It's usually the hooligans in

So far, We've asked foreign classmates from ITS about

I think there’s a song called Yonsei chicken that sounds

sweden that cheer, and the songs are most likely explicit.

the KOYON competition. Thanks to this interview, it

quite fun!

Clara: The big difference is that we don’t have a whole

was a great chance to know that ITS friends have great

Gabriel: My favorite cheer song is 민족의 아리아! I do not

song of cheering but only some chant such as: “Allez les

interests in the KOYON competition like us, and the

understand much, but I love the sound and it seems to

Bleus!!”

differences between Korea and their country. This fall, all

Which cheer song is your favorite in Korea University?

bring the crowd together and burst into dance! I love it!
Clara: My favorite cheering song is the one called Yonsei
chicken.

What are the differences between cheering culture of
your country and cheering culture of Korea?

Korea University students became one. Although Korea

What is the most anticipated sports match in this

University was defeated by Yonsei, there is no doubt

competition? And why?

that Korea University will bring an overwhelming victory

Kathryn: I've been told many times about the basketball

and winning streak.

match from my friends and other Korean students I know.
It's also a sport that I enjoy to watch.

Kathryn: Korea's cheering culture can probably be

Brandon: It’s got to be football surely. It’s in the Olympic

considered a culture shock for many Americans. In the

stadium and is the last game of the event. I hope that it

U.S, we scream chants for our teams or stomp on the

is 2-2 in the other games and the football match is the

bleachers to add more energy to the situation. All of the

deciding game, it would be so good.
KU Sejong
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his year’s Halloween’s Party was prepared by staffs
of Sky Café with many hopes. Manager at Sky Café

expressed, “This event was held for dormitory residents
to interact more with foreign students. Many students are
afraid to approach foreign students, but with given proper
environment like various games and events, Korean
students will be able to get closer to foreign students.
We wish to become the beacon for both sides.” The
event was filled with various events for residents to enjoy.
About the events, she added, “We had dance party, bar,
costume play. Dance party is an event where students
will be grooving around in a raving music. Bar will be
staffs giving out beer, drinks and custom-made cocktails.
Having a drink and dancing around with different people
are always the basis of a party after all. We also offer free
polaroid picture to those who wore costumes to party. It is
good to leave behind good memories with pictures.” Many
people expressed surprise with the party and a lot of
Halloween culture they are familiar with were very similar
to Sky Café’s party. Foreign student Mercy remembered,
“This party is very similar to the ones in America because
we people dress up and they dance together and drink.”
Sky Café successfully recreated the party that the foreign
students are familiar with, thus letting Korean students
experience foreign culture.
everlasting memories for everyone who participated.

Halloween is a worldwide culture where each one of us really shows off our inner
quirks. As a holiday that originated 2000 years ago, people worldwide celebrate
the holiday very differently. However, common ground is the joyous cheers around
the world on the night of terror and Korea University is not exempt from it.
In Sky Café, located on 8th floor bridge between male and female Futurus
Dormitory, very special event was held to celebrate the Halloween with
everyone who wished to show off their inner demons.

Different events the Sky Café planned out became a very

While everyone was getting a kick out of the great

positive return towards the students. Having different

time they had, common suggestion that students have

kinds of drinks had people try them out. Some of these

commented was short duration of time. Considering party

drinks were done on spot which had unexpectedly positive

went on for 3 hours, it was disappointing to those who

taste. Mercy mentioned combination of vodka and Sprite

were enjoying themselves had to see the fun time end.

was surprisingly a “nice” taste. Along with the nice drink

With all the different kinds of events Sky Café offered,

that relaxes people’s awkward atmosphere, costumes

the time went by flying. Seeing how there were events for

also played a heavy part in dancers greeting one another

different kinds of students there, it became such a lively

to which Jasmine acknowledged, “people tend to be less

event. Hope that the Sky Café had for everyone to mingle

shy in costumes so it is easier to talk to them to make

and for the walls between foreign students and Korean

friends.” Many people took a lot of photos with people

students to diminish seems to have been fulfilled. Many

with different costumes like Gabriel who remembered, “I

students who wish to strengthen their English skills and

had to take picture with Dracula, so I ran around taking

get close to Sky Café is now more aware of Sky Café due

photos with every vampire I could find! Some of the events

to wondrous and spooky event they held. Perhaps if you

were really awkward”. Taking photos with different people

have strong desire to communicate using English fluently,

caused them to open up very easily and leave behind

Sky Café will have you covered!
KU Sejong
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Welcome back to
Korea!
Coming to Korea University Sejong Campus was just
beginning for a girl who loves Korea. However, exchange
life was too short to experience and learn all about Korea.
Her dreams let her to return to Korea this year and she is
challenging herself. Why don’t we meet the girl who lives
for adventures in Korea?

Recently, you came back to Korea for the first time

since you spent a semester as an exchange student in
2016. How have you been lately?

After finishing your time as an exchange student, how
have you been in America?

short to explore all of this beautiful country. There was
still so much I wanted to see and learn about Korea and

Once I came back to America after having met so many

its history. Second, I feel like Korea is my second home

These days I have been great. I really dreamed of coming

international friends in ITS, I wanted to stay connected

country. I have a lot of Korean friends, and when I spend

back to Korea for a long time and finally I’ve made it. I got

with the international community. I got a part time job in

time with them I feel so happy like I’m home. Finally, I

a scholarship from a Korean government program called

the international office, and joined a club at my university

just love Korea!! The food, the fun, the massive cities, the

TaLK and I get to teach elementary students as a part

to meet exchange students. During all of that, I keep

beautiful and peaceful countryside, all of it. It is basically

time job for one semester. The kids that I get to teach are

imagining myself returning to Korea. I missed it a lot.

my favorite place in the world.

school, I am able to travel all over this country freely with

What made you come back to Korea?

You joined International Town at Sejong (ITS), What

lots of free time and meet all of my friends often including

There were so many reasons why I decided to come

my very best friend which makes me soooo happy.

back here. The first was, I felt like one semester was too

so cute and they teach me fun Korean words. Outside of

do you think what are good things and what could be
improved for ITS?

KU Sejong
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ITS is amazing. The best part is meeting all the friends

is to become the United States ambassador to South

from around the world as well as native Korea University

Korea one day. I also want to study Korean hard so I can

students. Being able to have Korean roommates is

become fluent. No matter what, in life I want to have as

so cool, you can become best friends with them and

many adventures as possible. I also want to keep Korea’s

they are willing to help you out if you need help in

history and culture a big part of my life forever.

Korea. The programs that ITS offer are so much fun, I
loved the welcome/farewell and holiday parties. As far
as improvements, possibly more places like the sky
café where ITS students to take a part time job in the

Korea University Sejong campus to UNC students

while working in the University of Northern Colorado’s

University. I heard from a lot of my friends in ITS that they

international department. Are there reasons?

wish they could get a part time job. It’s a cool way to

Most definitely, because I work in the office I see different

enhance a study abroad experience and meet more native

types of exchange programs offered around the world

students.

and there is nothing out there like ITS. Most exchange

What is the most memorable program you have ever
attended in this school?

The food, the fun, the massive
cities, the beautiful and peaceful
countryside, all of it.
It is basically my
favorite place
in the world.

I heard that you recommended the ITS program at

programs do not have a way for exchange students to live
with native students. ITS program lets exchange students
live in the dorm with Korean students. When people go on

The most memorable program I attended at Korea

exchange, the most difficult thing is to make friends with

University Sejong Campus was the ITS group trip to the

native students. But ITS makes it easy to meet Korean

Ipselenti festival in Seoul. It was so memorable to take the

students. ITS is also a scholarship program. Because the

train to Seoul with everyone, eat food, and cheer in the

cost of tuition is so high in America, many students cannot

festival. I wish I could repeat that event again.

afford to study abroad. But ITS offers a scholarship which

What kinds of things have you experienced in Korea
and how have they affected your life?

You can learn a lot about yourself when you become
an exchange student. I always try new things in Korea

makes it possible for students to go abroad. ITS also has

learning about another culture or even get lost sometimes

fun cultural programs and events that help students feel

so don’t be too hard on yourself if it happens. Lastly, try

less homesick.

to talk to everyone. Many students in Korea University are

Is there any tip for students who are expected to come

friendly and would love to talk to you.

here as exchange students? And what are some tips for

Do you have any last words for exchange students and

is possible for me to accomplish anything. The friends I

this school to enjoy their school life?

For Korea University students I want to say, if you have

met in Korea changed my life as well. I learned how to

For students who are planning to come to Korea

not studied abroad, you should consider it. It is truly a life

be a better person in some way from each friend. These

University as an exchange student, I want to say try

changing experience. Lastly, I want to say to everyone

friendships have continued and I can still meet them.

new things, do not be afraid to eat foods that you have

exchange students and Korea University Students, enjoy

Korean food also changed what I think about food forever.

never tried before, talk to new people, or go somewhere

your days. Korea University Sejong Campus is amazing.

It is so delicious and wonderful so I will continue to eat

new. These are the best ways to enjoy a study abroad

The memories and friends you make here will last forever.

Korean food forever and introduce it to my friends and

experience. Try to make a list of things you want to see in

“If you can dream it, you can do it”! She keeps challenging

family who have not tried it yet.

Korea before you come so you can plan well. For current

new things and hopes that other people will also challenge

exchange students, I want to say enjoy every moment. It

themselves and not have any fears. That’s the best way

will end quicker than you expect so even if you are having

to discover something you love! Don’t be afraid to put

These days I am thinking of applying to attend graduate

a hard day, experience a cultural difference, or feel a bit

yourself in an uncomfortable position because you can

school in Seoul. I want to attend Korea University Anam

homesick, stay positive! These kinds of things are natural

learn more about yourself. I look forward to hearing all

if I can. I want to study Global Affairs so I can work

to experience while living in a foreign country so do not

stories from Korea University Sejong Campus students

internationally for the U.S. government. My ultimate goal

let it bring you down. It’s okay to make mistakes while

who take on new challenges!

and it helped me gain confidence in my life. I feel that
if I can take care of myself in a different country, then it

What are your plans for future?

the exchange students who are currently studying in

Korea University Students?
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What is the Foreign Honorary
Ambassador?
They are in charge of
promoting KU Sejong
Please describe about

the foreign honorary
ambassador

through SNS such as

students, they would
go and give some

WeChat and Weibo.

help like translation.

Since the numbers of

Years goes, the number

foreign students who are

of Chinese students

attending KU Sejong are

are increasing and this

increased, the department

ambassadors group is getting

that in charge of foreign student’s

bigger, so we trying to do some

entrance examination is newly

more businesses except the works I

established. With this department, the Foreign
Honorary Ambassador is started as well. At the first time,
they were started during summer semester in 2017, and

told you before.

What are the special advantages or attraction of the

I take a charge of this ambassador 1 year later, summer

foreign honorary ambassador?

semester in 2018. This ambassador was established to

First advantage is that you can get scholarship. In case

help the entrance examination of Chinese students and

of foreign students, they are hard to find part time job or

promote KU Sejong to them more actively because many

work. I think it is very good chance to them because they

Chinese students are attending KU Sejong as a regular

not only do some project with their friends but also can

student. The Foreign Honorary Ambassador promotes KU

get scholarship. Second advantage is that you can grow

Sejong to foreign people and gathers some information

your capability with ambassador work. You can make

Few years ago, foreign students were increased sharply and many students who come

about foreign students or programs that hosted by KU

video clips and news about promotion by yourself through

from various countries are entering the KU Sejong. However, the biggest part among

Sejong. Also, if foreign students have a problem in school

ambassador work. These kinds of experiences are crucial

countries is China. KU Sejong established Language Education Center in Sejong Institute of

life or studying, they would help them.

experiences to your social life because you can learn and

▲ members of the foreign honorary ambassador

International Affairs and Education to keep up with these change. Also, they open a Korean

get ability of planning and management through these

language intensive program. Moreover, the Language Education Center recruited ‘Foreign

What is main works of the foreign honorary ambassador?

Honorary Ambassador’ as a sort of the foreign student support business. I wanted to know

They take charge of promotion of KU Sejong on social

about The Foreign Honorary Ambassador more specifically because this group is little

media like WeChat and Weibo. Also, they make some

unfamiliar as yet. So, I met a teacher who took charge of the Foreign Honorary Ambassador

clip videos and articles to post on that social media.

and members of this group and took some talk with them.

They host and operate the programs that is made for

ambassador?

foreign students. They answer the question of freshman

I’m planning to do more fit to foreign students projects like

First of all, I met a teacher Heo gaga, who has been in charge of Korean concentrate

by attending freshman orientation and freshman

foreign students athletic competitions that are newly held

program since 2015 and who is also in charge of foreign student’s entrance examination

presentation. They explain about campus, majors and

in this year. Also, I will recruit more ambassador students

business since 2017 and listened to her talk

register for classes of KU Sejong to freshman. If there are

to systemize Foreign Honorary Ambassador.

some problems between other department and foreign

During this interview, I can feel her passion and

experiences. These experiences can’t be gotten in major
classes.

What is the further goal of the foreign honorary

KU Sejong
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expectation to this Foreign Honorary Ambassador. After

school life, freshman orientation and invite them to their

the interview, I’m curious about who is member of Foreign

major group chat, and do translation and ticketing of the

Honorary Ambassadors and what they do exactly. So I

annual sports competition between Korea University and

met 8 people of Foreign Honorary Ambassador and talk

Yonsei University.

with them.

Sa Mina: I take charge of promotion on social media. I

How did you know the Foreign Honorary Ambassador
and what makes you participated in this group?

make official account of KU Sejong and operate it(WeChat
(gaolishizongxiaoqu),Weibo(高丽大学世宗校区), Instagram
(kusejongglobal)). I upload articles about our work and

Park Soohyeon: I usually like to hang out with Chinese

translated version of notices and information that is in

friends as my major is Chinese studies. Accidentally my

intranet of KU.

roommate told me that Foreign Honorary Ambassador

Oh zhuo: I presented PPT about advertisement of foreign

recruit their members, so I applied it because I thought I

student’s athletics competition to students of KLIP (Korean

can make more Chinese friends and use Chinese more

Language Intensive Program). Like this, we do all the

often. Also, when I was in China as an exchange student,

things like hosting, casting, advertising, operating, of

I got a great help from my Chinese friends. I think the

events that is related with foreign students.

foreign students who in KU Sejong need a help that
my friends gave me. After I came here, I can see many

Do you have any memorable episode in the Foreign

Chinese students who are in a same situation like me in

Honorary Ambassador?

China. That makes me attend this ambassador group to

Park Soohyeon: the foreign student athletics competition

Sa Mina: The most memorable episode for me is I gave a

students and Korean students are communicating each

pay back my thanks to them.

which is newly held in this year is the most memorable

campus tour to Chinese students of JEJU Halla University.

other. I hope I can make a chance to them that they are

Choi Hyangyeon and many other students: Chinese

episode for me because we did all the work of this project

Chinese students barely had chance to know about KU

being friends.

students have their own group chat, the recruit news was

like writing a draft of plan and making a name. It was

Sejong before, because KU Sejong didn’t hold a campus

Choi Hyangyeon: I want to make this group better by

uploaded in that group chat, so I attended this group.

too hard to handle all the work. At the first time, I made a

tour to them. I feel pride about that I advertised KU

systemizing our events.

Also, I thought I can make many Korean friends by doing

budget of this project, so I attend an Excel class to make

Sejong.

this ambassador work.

this budget bill. It was hard to deal with it because I had

Yeon Haji&Oh Zhuo: I think the most memorable memory

Everybody can sympathize with the hardship at the

Lee Sayu: It’s been about two years that I came here.

to handle it from first to end, but I tried to do my best to

is that I made a video clip to advertise the annual sports

first start. I can feel their passion and effort that they

When I came to KU Sejong first time, I had a hard time

give a precious memory to our students. More memorable

competition between Korea University and Yonsei. People

establish Foreign Honorary Ambassador to develop it.

because I feel not only unfamiliar to Korea but also my

thing is that about 200 students were attending the foreign

mostly don’t know about foreign ambassador because

Even if it is hard enough to do this, they keep trying to

Korean is not fluent yet. However, now I adapt to here in

student athletics competition and ended it successfully as

It was just established. So it was hard to request press

make a second step for KU Sejong. I wish that more

some degree. I want to give some help to other Chinese

a result.

seats. After student council explained us, we can request

students give attention to these ambassador works

students not to get the hard time that I got before.

Choi Hyangyeon&Lee Sayu: The most memorable

press seats. But the day of the annual sports competition

and support these students. With these students, KU

episode is operating a booth in open house party. We

between Korea University and Yonsei University was

Sejong can go farther and longer. If you want to apply

operated events like trying Chinese dishes, making a

raining, so we had to go back as soon as we just arrived.

the Foreign Honorary Ambassador, check a notice in

panda doll, and a red light. That was popular to foreign

But it was memorable memory because we did some

a website of KU Sejong around March. (http://sejong.

Choi Hyangyeon: I’m a leader of this ambassador group

and Korean students both. We offered Chinese rice cake

interview, shooting and video editing at least.

korea.ac.kr/kr)

but this group is more like a horizontal relationship, so we

skewer, Maratang and dumpling in an event of trying

don’t have differences in what we do each other. I and the

Chinese dishes. From two days ago, we made these all by

others mainly do planning and host the program related

ourselves. That was so hard but we made some special

ambassador?

with foreign students and give some help to foreign

memory through this program. Also, I’m happy to make

Oh Zhuo: We held a lot of events related with foreign

students when they have some problems. As examples of

a great chance that introduce Chinese culture to other

students to help them adapt KU Sejong faster.

the help, we solve their inconveniences and complaints of

students.

Park Suhyeon: I want to hold a program that Chinese

What is your role in this group? I wonder what you guys
mainly do.

What is the further goal of the foreign honorary
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KU Sejong Concludes Collaborative Studies Agreement with Korea Atomic Energy
Research Institute on Promoting Use of Accelerators and Beams
of KU, Yeom Jaeho, and Ha Jaejoo, president of the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute, attended the agreement
ceremony and put their pens to paper.
With the conclusion of the MOU, both institutions will ▲
collaborate in studies using accelerators and beams ▲move,
install, and manage a THz free electron laser accelerator ▲
applied research, move and install an electrostatic type ion
accelerator ▲develop applied research regarding heavy ion
On Tuesday, July 10, at 4pm in KU’s main building, KU
Sejong entered into a collaborative studies agreement with
the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute regarding the
use of accelerators and beams. On this day, the president

accelerators ▲teach and train students regarding scientific
accelerator techniques ▲develop new research to promote
this industry. They also plan to establish a collaborative
research center to activate the aforementioned collaborative
studies.

Center for Korean Studies Responsible for
Implementing Basic Research and Writing Drafts
for ‘Digital Cultural Encyclopedia of Sejong City’

KU Sejong Finally Designated as
Self-Improving Universities After College Basic
Capability Assessment

The Center for Korean Studies in Korea University Sejong

Korea University Sejong Campus was finally nominated

Campus is to be in charge of implementing basic research

as one of the Self-Improving universities according

and writing drafts for the ‘Digital Cultural Encyclopedia of

to the results of the 2018 College Basic Capability

Sejong City’ (under the supervision of professor Kim Gap-

Assessment(CBCA) by the Ministry of Education on August

nyeon from the German Studies). Accompanied by a budget

KOREA UNIVERSITY

SEJONG CAMPUS

Korea University Sejong held the
13th Humanities Week

NEWS

Sejong Lifelong Education Center Runs NextGeneration Human Resource Fostering Program
for VR/AR

On October 29, a proclamation ceremony of ‘201 the 13th

Sejong Lifelong Education Center ran the 'Next-Generation

Humanities Week’ and a photo exhibition opening ceremony

Human Resource Fostering Program for VR/AR (Virtual

were held at the Sejong City Hall lobby. Supervised by

Reality/Augmented Reality)' on October 29 in the room 221B

National Research Foundation of Korea and humanities

of the Science and Technology Building I. This program,

enterprise organization of Korea University Sejong

targeting university students between jobs and current

Department of German Studies, this event took place from

workers in Sejong-based firms in the field of ICT (information

October 29 to November 4 with the topic of ‘Humanities of

and communications technology) and SW (software), is a

Reconciliation and Coexistence’. On the proclamation day,

project-oriented education course in which the faculty of KU

Korea University Sejong Vice President An Jeongoh and

Sejong and current personnel in the VR/AR field cooperate

Sejong City’s Political Affairs Deputy Mayor Lee Gangjin

to solve problems. Also, the program, originally planned as a

delivered congratulatory speech. At the Humanities Week

part of the '2018 Empowerment Education for Sejong-Based

held in 23 humanities cities of the country, various programs

Undergraduates and Current Workers in ICT/SW Field' by

were carried on such as: lectures and experience, citizen-

the Sejong Regional Industry Planning Agency, took place

led humanities forum, humanities lectures for teenagers,

for 30 hours (from October 29 to November 30) and held a

humanities concert, photographs and videos exhibition, and

completion ceremony on December 5.

field investigation.

2019 Rolling Admission Applications Closed and
Korea University Sejong Campus Records High
Competition Rate in Chungcheong Area

KU Sejong Marks 1st in Numbers of Successful
Candidates in 53rd CPA Examination in
Daejeon-Chungcheong Area

23. The Ministry of Education publicized the final results

2019 Korea University Sejong Campus applications

7 KU Sejong students ultimately passed the second

of 150 million won, the enterprise is to be carried out from

of the 2018 CBCA and designated 207 universities (64%

for rolling admission were closed on September 14th.

August 2018 to July 2019.

of the total sample), which consist of 120 universities and

As a result, Korea University Sejong Campus had an

The ‘Digital Cultural Encyclopedia of Sejong City’ is a

87 junior colleges, as the Self-Improving colleges and 86

overwhelmingly high competition rate in the Chungcheong

publishing business for the official city magazine of Sejong

as the Empowering and Finance-limited colleges in order

provinces, with a competition rate of 14.31 to 1 applied by

City, expected to be concluded in 2020, in cooperation

to strengthen college competitiveness and carry out a

11,765 people for 822 recruitments. This is higher than the

with the Academy of Korean Studies to gather cultural

restructuring about insolvent colleges.

competition rate of last year which was 13.30 to 1.

information, digitalize it, and launch its promotion service

It is the finally confirmed result of CBCA after point

By type of examination, the highest grade of academic

through the Internet and mobile network. KU Center for

deduction caused by the detection of corruption and

ability test was 17.79 to 1, followed by 13.63 to 1 for student

Korean Studies is supposed to implement the task for

unlawful deeds of participating colleges is reflected in the

curriculum and 8.62 to 1 for future talent model. In academic

investigating and gathering cultural and intellectual resources

initial CBCA result released last June. Colleges designated

ability test, Department of Computer Convergence Software

needed to publish the 'Digital Cultural Encyclopedia of

as the Self-Improving are granted normal levels of financial

recorded the highest competitiveness with 31.20 to 1, and

Sejong City' by forming a professional team which consists

support as well as the right to adjust the entrance quota.

Big Data Science, Division of Economics and Statistics

of professors and local experts and to write drafts after

competed at 29.25 to 1, Culture Contents, Division of

choosing the right items which are regarded as reflecting the

Culture Creativity at 26.22 to 1, and Sport Business, Division

cultural specialties of Sejong City.

of Global Sport Studies at 25.00 to 1.

examination in the 53rd CPA Examination (from June
30 to July 1), which is the most number in the DaejeonChungcheong area. KU Sejong marked 1st in the numbers
of successful candidates in that area: 20 for 3 years.
'Ji Kwan Jeong', preparation class for CPA and tax
accountant examinations operated by the Global Business
in KU Sejong, has a lot of supportive measures such as
inviting CPAs from KU Sejong every year to help freshmen
set the career course and holding the presentation to explain
information about the CPA or tax accountant examinations
to those who are interested in those professions.
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KOREA UNIVERSITY
KU Sejong Rises to 4th among Regional Private
Universities in 2018 Joongang Ilbo University
Ranking

SEJONG CAMPUS
Crypto Club, KoRec2018 is selected as
‘the best club’ of university crypto club
supporting business

Korea University Sejong student Im Yiseul won
a Silver Prize in poetry category of Dongsuh
Literary Award

NEWS
Department of Global Sport Studies student
Jae Osoo won a citation in inventor field at
Intellectual Property Festival

Korea University Sejong Campus rose to the 4th among
regional private universities according to the result of the 2018
Joongang Ilbo University Ranking. It ranked 5th in the 'Citation
per Faculty in International Journals in Natural Sciences' and
9th in 'Citation per Faculty in Humanities and Social Sciences'
in the 'Faculty Research' area, suggesting that KU Sejong is
equipped with the nation's top faculty and research capability

On October 16, ‘2018 Busan Intellectual Property Festival’

beyond the level of a regional private university.

was co-hosted by the Korean Intellectual Property Office

For the 'Educational Environment' area, the ranks of KU
Sejong were 1st (Ratio of Foreign Professors in Humanities),
13rd (Ratio of Foreign Professors in Social Sciences), and
9th (Ratio of Instructors with External Experiences in Natural
Sciences). As for the Dormitory Capacity, it ranked 5th with
the ability to accommodate 2,664 students, which is 36%
out of the total number of undergraduates, proving that the
dormitories of KU Sejong are recognized as having the topclass levels of facility space and quality. Also, the rank of KU
Sejong in 'Scale of Courses' was 16th, demonstrating that
it is famous as running the small but helpful and instructive
classes. KU Sejong's ranks in the 'Student Achievement' were
8th (Post-Graduation Rate in Engineering), which is among
the universities with the highest ranks in that area, and 18th
(Post-Graduation Startup Activities), showing that KU Sejong
establishes itself as the mecca of startup support activities
with the help of the academic excellence of KU alumni.

On 15th November, KISA and kcryptoforum supported
by National Intelligence Service selected KoRec (Leader,
Cyber Security sophomore Jung) of Korea university Sejong
campus as the best club of university crypto club supporting
business.
This result is meaningful, because crypto club of Korea
university Sejong campus made up only junior and
sophomore was selected as the best club beating other
clubs of great university in Korea. Good club will get
certificate of award and incentive and the best club will be
get support without any other assessment on 2019

KU Sejong Creative Writing Studies Student
Oh Kyeongeun Selected for 2018 Joongang
New Literature Award

Sejong Industry-Academia Cooperation
Foundation Shows Product Utilizing Korean Wild
Grapes at Intercharm Beauty Expo Korea

On September 21, Oh Kyeongeun, who graduated from

The KU Sejong Industry-Academia Cooperation Foundation

At a ‘The 14th Scent of Life Dongsuh Literary Award

and Busan Metropolitan City to celebrate Invention Day, and

Ceremony’ held on November 20, a graduate Im Yiseul won

Korea University Sejong student Jae Osoo was selected as

a Silver Prize in poetry category. Hosted by Dongseo Foods

‘Busan Excellent Inventor’ and won a citation. This event

Corp. and supervised by the Korean Writers Association

was progressed to reward enterprisers who contributed to

and Dongsuh Literary Award Steering Committee, Dongsuh

development of Busan industry and diffusion of invention

Literary Award Ceremony is Korea’s representative female

culture, and it was hosted to vitalize regional economy and

rookie literary award that is held every other year. This

support intellectual property(IP) based start-up.

year, it celebrating its 29th anniversary. 19,017 entries were

Jae Osoo entered this school as a student who has started

entered in this contest, and 484 final award-winning works

studying late with the age 62, and he is currently a CEO

were selected after a total of 3 evaluation stages including

of SB LEPORTS Co., Ltd. He applied for six patents while

basic evaluation, preliminaries, and finals. Im Yiseul won

operating the company. According to Jae, he received

the honor of the Silver Prize with her poem ‘Snow in the

the citation as he got credit for ‘Magnetic Generating and

Middle of Sea(해중설, 海中雪)’.

Rotating Road Markers’ patent.

Faculty of Cultural Heritage Convergence student
Maeng Juyeun won the grand prize at Baekje
World Heritage Center’s contest

Korea University Sejong student Park Jaewoo
won Cyber Commander Citation

Creative Writing Studies and is currently a doctoral student

On November 1, Korea University

On November 9, there was ‘2018 National Defense Cyber

at KU Sejong, was selected as a winner for the poetry

Sejong Campus student Maeng

Security Conference’ held at the Westin Chosun Hotel,

section of the ‘2018 Joongang New Literature Award.’

Juyeun won the grand prize at

Seoul, and Park Jaewoo (Department of Cyber Security),

Oh Kyeongeun earned the honor of being selected as

‘UNESCO World Heritage Baekje

who was on the university student panel, won a citation.

and their business participation enterprises, Nowcos and

the grand prize winner among 821 entries for her poem,

Historic Areas Application Plan

This event was held to seek for Korean cyber security’s

Beautyence, will promote a product utilizing Korean wild

‘Divine Revelation.’ The Joongang New Literature Award is

Contest’, which was hosted by

development direction, and the Ministry of National Defense

grapes in the 2018 Intercharm Beauty Expo Korea that is

considered the foremost literature contest, depending on

Baekje World Heritage Center

of the South Korea, R.O.K. Cyber Command, and civilian

hosted from October 4th to 6th at Seoul Coex.

the number of entrants and the quality of the work. Also,

and sponsored by the Cultural

military specialists attended the event. In a panel discussion

Through this exhibition, the KU Sejong Industry-Academia

this New Literature Award is a representative gateway to the

Heritage Administration, Chungcheongnam-do Provincial

that was held as a part of the conference, Park Jaewoo won

Cooperation Foundation, along with Nowcos and

literary world for budding writers.

Government, and Jeonbuk Provincial Government. At this

a citation for presenting ideas for strengthening the cyber

Beautyence, provide foreign exhibition goers and buyers

The Joongang New Literature Award, in its 19th year, is

contest with the theme of ‘application plan suggestion for

security for national defense capability. The panel discussion

from China and Hong Kong, for example, and 80 people

known domestically as the largest scale international literary

management and development of Baekje Historic Areas’,

proceeded with a topic of ‘present and future of cyber

from 46 enterprises and 18 nations, with the chance to

event because this award churns out novelists, poets, and

Maeng Juyeon won the prize with the work named <All for

security’ was hosted by the Ministry of National Defense and

experience excellent cosmetic products, biological active

critics in the following three sections: short stories, poetry

YOU> and received South Chungcheong Governor Award

supervised by R.O.K. Cyber Command.

material advanced technology, and high value products.

and critiques.

and 3 million won in prize money.
KU Sejong
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KOREA UNIVERSITY
Korea University Sejong student Chae Hongyoon
won 2018 Talent Award of Korea

SEJONG CAMPUS
Korea University Sejong’s Department of Global
Sport Studies students conquered
‘2018 LF Point King of the Kings Competition’

NEWS

CEO Oh Young-Cheol of ILMI A&F Donates
One Hundred Billion Won for Constructing The
Main Gate of KU Sejong

Jochiwon Branch of KB KOOKMIN Bank Donates
15 Million Won for Construction of Main Gate

Oh Yeong-Cheol, CEO of ILMI A&F, donated one hundred

On October 12 in the Vice President's office of KU Sejong,

billion won, saying he hoped the donation would be used for

a donation ceremony was held for the Jochiwon Branch

the construction of the Main Gate of Korea University Sejong

of KB KOOKMIN Bank, which donated 15 million won to

Campus. Korea University (president Yeom Jaeho) held a

the Crimson Brick Campaign (donation campaign for the

donation agreement ceremony at 11:00 a.m. on October 19

construction of the Main Gate). Important personnel of the

(Fri) in the Main Hall of Korea University for the development

bank attended the event, such as Jeong Yongdeok (branch

of KU, which was attended by CEO Oh Young-Cheol,

manager) and Ahn Miok (Team manager). The Crimson Brick

president Yeon Jaeho and vice president An Cheung-O.

Campaign is a donation campaign for KU Sejong, consisting

CEO Oh was granted a donation certificate and appreciation

of three categories: Regular Donation, Special Donation,

plaque as a token of gratitude from Korea University.

and Infrastructure Donation. Donations anticipated to be

On November 18, Korea University Sejong’s Department
of Global Sport Studies student Lee Dayeon won ‘2018 LF
Point King of the Kings Competition’, which was held at JNJ
Golf Resort in Jangheung, Jeollanam-do. Furthermore, other
Department of Global Sport Studies students including Lee
Soyoung, Park Minji, and Choi Hyejin each ranked second,
third, and forth place.
Lee Dayeon hit four under par in the second round on the
Chae Hongyoon, a student from North Korea Studies (present
Department of Korean Unification • Diplomacy and Security)
of Korea University Sejong won the 18th ˹2018 Talent Award
of Korea˼. While raising social interest about human resource
development, ˹2018 Talent Award of Korea˼ is a project that
discovers and awards outstanding talents and support them
to grow as key people of the country in the future. The winner
receives Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Education
Award and prize money (2 million won for each of 50 high

final day, and stood at the top of the competition with a
second - round total of 12- under, which is a sum of 11under par of the first and second round and season score
1- under par. Lee Soyoung, who won a triple crown this
season, shot 4- under par 68 and ranked the second place
with 10- under par. Park Minji jumped to the third place as
she showered shots of 9- under. Also, ‘super rookie’ Choi
Hyejin ranked the fourth place as she recorded a total of 8under par.

school students, 2.5 million won for each of 50 college
students•regular citizens).

used for the Main Gate are regarded as Special Donation
and donators of Special Donation are granted the right to

DONATION NEWS

inscribe their name on the sculpture and rest area near the
Main Gate.

Younglim Forestry Development Funding Agreement Ceremony Held
On October 4, the Younglim Forestry Corporation
Development Funding Agreement Ceremony was held
at the Administration Building. This event was held to
give thanks to the Younglim Forestry Corporation for
generously donating 50 million won in support of industryacademia studies and the educational development of
KU Sejong. Vice-president of KU Sejong, An cheung-o,
dean of admissions Jin Seohoon, president of the Human
Resource Development Center, Kim Myeonggi, director
of the Younglim Forestry Corporation headquarters, Song
Younghwan, and department head, Park Chanhoon,
participated in this event.

Korea University Sejong Campus, Progress a
Donation Ceremony with Lowe Korea Corporate

HAIRPIN (Badminton Club in Faculty of Global
Sports Studies) Donates 1 Million Won to
Crimson Brick

On 6 th November, a donation ceremony with CEO Kim

HAIRPIN, the badminton club in the Faculty of Global Sports

of Lowe Korea corporate at vice-president room of

Studies in Korea University Sejong Campus, participated in

administrative building. CEO Kim insisted that she will

the 'Fund-Raising Campaign for Crimson Brick' by donating

donate 10million won to crimson brick donation campaign to

1 million won to KU Sejong on October 5. The Fund-Raising

help build the main gate of university at donation ceremony.

Campaign for Crimson Brick is a funding campaign for the

Vice-president An and admission officer Jin, the dean of the

construction of the Main Gate, Research and Business

University of Public Policy Lee, the dean of the College of

Cooperation Building, and Culture and Sports Building.

Culture and Sports Lee, CEO Kim of Lowe Korea corporate

HAIRPIN became a donator in the Crimson Brick-Special

and president Hwang of Gangnam-alumni association

Donation (expected to be used for the Main Gate), and in

attended this event.

return it is honored to inscribe its name on the sculpture
near the Main Gate.

KU Sejong

